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PLANNING Mil FESTIVAL—Planning for the 8th Annual Western Kentucky Arts and Crafts Festival, scheduled for June
25-26 in the LIR, is currently being finalized. The event is jointly sponsored by TVA's Land Between the Lakes and the
Murray Art Guild. Discussing plans are (left to right) Rene Moore of the guild's publicity committee, Opal Roberts, director
of the arts and crafts show, Marsella Rung„ chairman of publicity for the guild Rebecca Bruce, reports editor for LBL and
Darryl Armstrong., editor and information officer for L8L
Staff Photo by Gene Mctincheon
Arts And Crafts Festival Planned
Plans for 'the- 8th Annual Western
• .........Kentucky Arts Eihil Crafts Festival, to
be held the weekend of June 25-26, 1971
at the Land Between the Lakes, are now
being finalized according to spokesmen
for the•taftL and the Murray -Art Guild,
the sponsoring organizations.
The 1977 outdoor festival will be held
in the Environmental Education Center
area in Land Between the Lakes and
will be open from 9 a. m. to dusk on both
Saturday and Sunday.
The festival,- first held in 1969, has
grown tremendously in participation
and general attendance since it began.
Last 'year's festival attracted_ 210
exhibitnrs andover 30,000-spectators.
A special feature of the 1977 festival
will be a "juried- section" --tor -two-
dimensional paintings of any media. All
work in the juried section must be
original and must have been completed
after Jan.-1, 1975.
Preregistration will. be required for
the juried section which will offer ten
prizes totaling $380. One first place
award of $100 will be given; two seeond
place winners will receive $60 each;
three third place winners will receive
$40 each, and four honorable mentions
will receive $10 each.
Guidelines for entries in the juried
section are: the work must be framed
and equipped with hangers (large
canvas works-do not need to be framed
if properly finished); all entries must
be delivered by hand on Saturday, June
25 by 8 a. m.; judging will be completed
by , 11 a. m.; and all entries must be
removed by 5 p. m. The entries will be
exhibited for judging in a tent near the
registration table.
Rules and regulations for other
exhibitors in the festival are: _
— only original works of art by the
exhibitor such as paintings, sculptures,
wood carvings, pottery, and
photography will be accepted;
— manufactured goods including
works from craft kits, poured
ceramics, plasticast, polydome,
printed needlework, decoupage or
paintings copied entirely from another
picture will not be accepted;
— individuals or guilds may set up
where they please within the area on a
first come basis. Exhibitors will be
responsible for his own exhibit
chiding display equipment.
inside today
— TVA will not
personal. goods,







be driven onto the
unload, but must be
area dining- --Show
hours unless they are an integral part of .
an exhibit advan6e permission
required.
— each exhibitor will be responsible
for space used and shall police the area
for litter.
25 Counties In 3 States Affetted
dr,
Two Sections — 24 Pages
In-State Tuition At MSU
Okayed For Area Students
1n-state . tuition .for Murray State
University students from 25 counties in
Southern Illinois, Missouri and Indiana
was approved today by the state
Council on Higher Education.
Approval of the proposal came at the
.‘•:—eouncil's regular quarterly meeting
being held in Frankfort this morning:—
The 2,5 additional counties aproted.
--Irtritr-itafe ruition rates, added to the'
-Nix counties in Tennessee that were
previously qualified for in-state tuition,
makes •a total of 31 counties, in four
surrounding states that have been
approved for the loWertate-s at the local
university.
"We're hopeful that this action_ will
cushion the impact of major out-of-
state tuition increases which in the past
have been devastating to our budget,"
Kai Spencer, -assistant- to MSU
president Dr. Constantine Curris, said.
Dr _Curtis is in Frankfort at today's
nicking.
The council in March . approved
tuition increases at all of-the state's
universities, hiking out-of-state tuition
-at regional universities such as Murray
State by $250 per year, from $950 to
$1.000. In-state tuition rates were in-
- all used for ir.1.10111Y
must .be removed at the close. of [be
festival Sunday.
Persons desiring to exhibit works in
the festival should submit an
- plkatiotab' the Murray G'Uild, 103
N. 6th St_ Murray. Ky. 42071, prior to
June 10, 1977. Exhibitors will be
charged a fee of $8 plus $2 extra for
each entry in the juried section.




Two public hearings were held at the
regular meeting of the Murray Plan-
ning Commission last night.
No action was taken on a request
from Jack Cain to rezone property at
-the corner of Highway 641 and Peggy
Ann Drive from R-2 to R-4. which would
allow multi-family dwellings.
Three persons spoke against the
proposed rezoning at the public hearing
on the Cain property. Cain spoke on
behalf of his request.
Action was deferred on the Cain
request until the next meeting of the
commission, May 3.
Another public hearing was held on a
request from Fil Boston, to rezone
property on North Seventh Street from
R-2 to B-3. The commission voted 4-3
with one abstention to deny thei equest,
following the public hearing.
However, the commission did in-„
struct. Boston- to work—with the city
planner on another method of building
his proposed structure, which will be a
triplex apartment, with the Bolton's
living in one of the apartments. -
The final plat review of the Southside
Manor Development Project was
submitted to the planning commission.
The architectural portion of the project
was satisfactory to the commission, tiut
legal problems on the surety bond have
delayed approval of the plat until the
May 3 meeting.
A final review of the screening
amendment ,was endorsed by the
planners, and a public hearing on the -
Something new has been added to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's maternity ward. It's the Lamate
method of childbirth. To find out what it's all ,about. see
. Pete Wyro's story on Page 17-of today's newspaper.
• National Library Week is being celebrated at the
Calloway County Public Library this,week. An editorial on
-our library appears on today's Opinion Page. page 4.
mostly cloudy today's index
Mostly cloudy, warm and
hlnnid tonight and Thur4ay with
rain 'likely. Lows tonight in the
low Its. Highs Thursday in the
mid to upper 70s. Winds
-southeasterly to 15 miles an hour
and gusty tonight Rain chances










Deaths & Funerals 16
Classifieds 22,23
'amendment will be held. at the Ma) 3
- meeting.- —
The screening amendment -provides
for landscaping or visual screening
• from unsightly land uses when idjannt
to residential property. The intent of
the amendment is to provide a buffer
tone_ between non-compatible land
uses.
Discussion was held on the new B-4
zoning . district in regard to its ap-
plication to proposed rezoning on :2tti
Street between Sycamore and Chest-
nut. Some changes were made in inci
zoning regulations, and final guideliii,.s
for the zone will be prepared at the next
meeting.
City Planner Steve Zea explained
that the new zone will be a
business district. It will be creater: !
provide limited retail business,
protect adjacent residential areas, and
avoid traffic problems in surrounding-.
neighborhoods.
Zen noted that it will be similar to the
current B-1 zone, which allows nr-;
borhood businesses, but swill be
more restricted.' Examples '
businesses which might be
include barber and beauty shops. sr




U. S. 'Congressman Carroll Hubt,;:-.
today announced that be -will resin". -
judgment 'an President Jimmy Cart, 7'
1.3-71; epiu energy. proposals anti{ tr., •
reaCtior of rtsidents of the F r''• - -
District have- been heard :
evaluated.
"In the next two weeks / expert -.-
re-ceive thousands of letters, teleph,--
calls and telegrams .from the peop
am privileged to represent whose
could be deeply affected bs
president's energy Proposals," Hz-
bard said. "It would be irrespons::
for me, as these people's ipokesfl,'
ahd congressman, to judge ti
president's proposals without ti
views and advice," he added.
. Hubbard continued that "In light
the gravity of our energy crisis.
severity of -President CarT,-.:''
suggestions, and the complexity of -
sweeping programs, it would
unrealistic to expect,- a solft.:
assessment of the proposed progra::.
immediately."
The first district congressman
he does not expeti to arrive at
position on the proposed. •




The Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet at 10 a. m.
Saturday in the board room at Sparks
Hall on campus.
Included on the agenda will be the
swearing in of new Members; the
president's report; faculty and staff
• personnel 'items; the recommendation
of Dr. David Eldredge as dean of the,. _
.college of business and public affairs;
recotrunendations for promotion and
tenure; a recommendation that the
board authorize the estahlishment_of.a_
baccblatireate area in computer
systems management; a recom-
mendation that the board authorize the
establi.$)iment- of the associate of
science program in mechanical
engineering technology;
Murray State Alegistry of Degree
Programs," an honoiary degree for
Congressman Carl D. Perkins: the 1977-
78 budget; a report from Dr. Donald
Hunter; and the Murray State contract
with the Calloway County School





The Calloway County Red Cross fund
drive has exceeded its goal for this
year, the members of the Red Cross
-board of directors were told yesterday.
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, executive
director of the local chapter, told the
board • at its regular meeting that to
date $10,505.19 had been collected in the
fund drive. The goal for the March
drive was $10,064.
Dr. Harry Sparks, fund drive overall
chairman, was highly commended for
'this efforts in the fund driVe.-Red Cross
board chairman Holmes Ellis also
offered commendations to other
workers who headed up various
committees in the campaign. Those
committee heads 'are Harvey. ElliS,
11cm y Holton, 'Wilson Gantt. Dr. Jack
Rose and Fred Schultz.
The board voted to send all fonds
collected over the goal of $10,064 to East
Kentilcky to be used as disaster aid for
victims in flood-ravaged counties there
and in . surrounding states. Mrs.
Blankenship said that persons wishing
to donate to the flood fund should
- contact the local office at 753-1421.
In other action!
— volunteers at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital were com-
Meritted for their' efforts by hospital
administrator Stuart Poston, and: •
— a resolution commending Dave
Dickson, who was recently transferred
I:05i Tappan to— Mansfield, Ohio, was.
approved. Dickson was recbgnized for
his service on the Red Cross board of
directors while in Murray and for his
assistance in the chapters anftual fund
drives_ .
creased at the same time from $420 to
$480 per year.
Illinois counties approved for in-state
tuition at Murray State are Alexander,
Franklin, Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin,
Jackson, Johnson, • Massac, Pope,
Pulaski, Saline, Union, White and
Williamson. the Missouri counties.
4PPLDVdiana were the counties of tuitionn ey and causecaUsTsehe - 
initial 
us tolose fsome money because
these students will begin paying in-
state rates," Spencer said.
He indicated,, however, that the
overall effect of the ruling . will be
favorable to- Murray State because of
the geographic location of MSU and its
proximity to the nearby states.
Vanderburg. In Missouri, the counties
of Bollinger, Cape Girardeau, Dunklin,
Mississippi, New Madrid, Pemiscot,
Perry, Scott and Stoddard were ap-
proved for in-state tuition.
The six Tennessee counties currently
approved for in-state tuition rates are
Lake, Obion, Weakley, Henry, Stewart
andMontgomery.
Spencer said that as of last fall. 148
students from the affected Southern
Illinois counties were registered at
MSU, as were 60 students from the
Indiana counties and 96 students from
Council Authority
Expanded By Carroll
The authority and responsibility of
the Council-on Public Higher Education
has been expanded through an
executive order signed by Governor
Julian Carroll.
Murray State University President
Dr: Constantine Curris has expressed
concern' ciiier the action; which grants
the council the responsibility for all new
degree and certificate programs -at
Kentifeky colleges and Miiversitiei.
The order, signed Tuesday, . also
renames the agency as,the Council on
High Education.
In a "letter from the president,"
dated April 14, Dr. Curris says the
executive order will "in effect convert
the Council into a statewide *board of
regents."
The new powers Were first considered
by the council at a special meeting
March 30 in Louisville. The recom-
mendation was made to Gov Carroll
that the council be grained approval
power over undergraduate academic
programs by means of an executive
order to be effective July, 1.
Until this time, the' council has had°
approval power over - graduate and
professional programs, and un-
dergraduate programs requiring
specific professional accreditation.
Curris continued in the letter that
had no advance notice that this item
would be brought before the Council. I
am not pleased that it was placed on the
agenda and acted upon the same day,
and indicated that displeasure at the
meeting, ( on March 30) as did several
other members."
Dr. Curris is attending a meeting of
the council which is being held today in
Frankfort. Among the items on the
tentative agenda are information items
on a. veterinary clinic and veterinary
research proposals, and action items
on: the transferability of student
credits; tuition waivers for special
Cases; 'doctoral degree registry and
moratorium; biennial budget matters;
and staff recommendations.
Carroll's actipn also gives the council
authority to codrdinate the activities of
state public institutions for higher
learning and to develop a well-defined
system for higher education.
All the steps will take effect July 1.
The council also gained the power —
previously held by the University of
Kentucky Research Foundation — of_
supervising a federally  _funded.,
program which provides grants for
continuing education and, communi0
services.
The executive order trahsferretiV to
the *nill the: reSponsibilities. of the
Commission on Higher Education,
which administers federal grants for
educational equipment and facilities.
In addition, it created a center for
educational statistics that will help 
council in planning.
Also authorized is appointment •of
advisory groups needed to carry out
council functions and to meet federal
guidelines.
New Jobs Project Expected
To Begin In 17 Counties Soon
A new jobs projects, to help unem-
ployed and underemplOyed Ken-
tuckians in 17 counties learn through on
the job and classroom training, is ex-
pected to begin this month.
The program, coordinated by the
state's Bureau for Manpower Services,
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA
and Murray State University, will train
up to 30 persons recruited from the
Purchase and PennyTile areas of
Western Kentucky.
Through a $119,114 contract between
Manpower Services and TVA, work
experience and training will be con-
ducted at the Land Between the Lakes.
One objective of the project is to
improve and maintain 'recreation,
facilities, reservoir properttei, forests__
and wildlife habitats, using skills
gained by selected workers.
Murray State University will provide
counseling and education for enrollees
One of the major project goals is to
train workers for other. unsubsidized
employment with TVA or elsewhere,
according to the contract.
• Person enrolled in the training will be
paid $2.95 per hour for 29 weeks
Funds for the project are part of a





A sprcial Primary '77 tabloid section is currently !wing planried
news and advertising staffs of The Murray I.edger.& Times. The sci .troL
be published on Tuesday, May 17. as a part the regtilar editicin it th,
new
""W The section will coatain general news releases i -oncerning the Ma 24
Primary Election Also contained in the section w ill a- bn uiraphii skil-
1 'hes and photos of every local candidate appcaring on the ballot
Local candidates interested in having a photo and story about themselvi,
included in the section should submit the phiito black arid white. hi I hi ulil SI/C
preferred and biographical information to r;erii; McCutcheon. editor.
Murray Ledger & Times. P. 0. Box :12. Murra. Ky., 42071 Thu, deadline for
having, this material to the newspaper office will be Turm1a, %las 10. one
week prior to publication. Articles and 4ituitos submitted after that date
cannot be included.
The section will also provide an excellent was for political candidites to
reach the voters through advestising Any. candidal;: desiring to place his
advertising message in the section should contact a member of the
newspaper's advertising staff at 753-1919 prior to noon Friday. .May 13. to
insure that the message is included in the section.
Members of the advertising staff will gladly assist candidates in the
preparation of their advertising copy.
A
•
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_. FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1977,
What kind of day will.
tomorrow be To find out-what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr
New techniques, novel
tures, unusual methods could




Apr. 21 to May 21)
Do not lower your dignity by
using strong-arm or other
forceful measures to achieve
your desires. Your will ac-
complish more through tact and
graciousness.
GEMLNI
May 22 to June 21)
Start the day with verve and
at a steady pace. Investigate
the validity of new offerings.
Caution advised in financial
matters.
CANCER
 _4...June 22 to July 23L 4310
You may have an unusual
opportunity" to advance your
interests immediately - one
which could have an important
bearing on your future as well.
Be ready . to accept.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 231 44k
This - is -not the time for
dwelling on old errors, except to
recognize that they must not be
repeated. On with yourpresent
program - especially if it has
been built on a solid basis.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept; 23) tr)%
New offerings may attract
you, but do not give up old
projects of value. In those fields
in which you are trained, and
for which youlave a liking, you
may well speed ahead now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct.. 23) —
The Libran, connoisseur of
the truly good things in life,
should have , a field day.
. Especially 'favored: -artists,-
' writers, entertainers, dealers in
fine arts.
SCORPIO
eVnt,Oct.- 24 to Nov. 221
, Better-than-average influ-
ences. Do not rest on your
yen-
n•op-
laurels — the past is past. This
day is for building for the
future.
SAGITTARIUS
1Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
xv4r#
The results of your efforts will
be determined by what use you
make of talents and op-
portunities. Stretch out; delve
into areas that give promise of
deliveringinore_
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la
Saturn' auspicious. Activities
should be ha,ndled evenly so as
not to lap over too, much in any
direction. Start with a tempo
you can keep — and do,
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Weigh fitness and the validity
of proposed action carefully.
Keep your eye on the horizon as
you steer ahead.
PISCES xe,v
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
_Re_tter-thAn-average (Imp, 
rtunities for you to leap ahead
and, if one matter seems
sluggish, don't think they all
are! Your outlook very im-
portant.
YOU BORN -TODAY are a
highly imaginative and sen-
sitive individual, intellectually
inclined but, nevertheless,
endowed with a special sense of
humor - iubtle yet brilliant in
its impact. You have perception
and intuition to a high degree.;
make excellent surgeons,
scientists, nurses-, educators,
artists and entertainers, and
may well have two occupations
going at once. All forms of art
enchant you and if you do not
take up one of them as a career
or avocation, may turn to in-
terior decoration, designing of
woodcarving as an outlet for
your talents. .You acquire
knowledge quickly, have a
retentive memory and can
apply the ideas of others to suit
your own needs in a. most
ingenious manner. Birthdate
of: Queen Elizabethi II, of
England; H. A. Taine, French
critig, historian; Charlotte
Bronle, Eng. nOvelist.
We are pleased to annoiin"ce that
Diane Rhoades, bride-elect of Tom
Montgomery, has selected her pot-
tery from our complete bridal
registry.
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A KAI I'H B.AKSHI
An epic fantasy
of peace and magic.  
Ends Tonite!
"The Man Who Would
Be King" (PG)
7:30
Starts Tomorrow , Only
A NEW WORLD PICTURE
I/ Paula Jane Johnston
Miss Paula Jane Johnston will become the bride of Joseph
Dwight Foltz on June 25 at the First Presbyterian Church in
Galion, Ohio.
She is the daughter of Mrs. Charles Paul Johnston, 1941
provincetown Road, Dayton*, Ohio, and the late Mr. Johnston.
Miss Johnston is also the granddaughter of grs. R. A. John-
ston, 1321 Olive Blvd., Murray, and the late Prof. Johnston.
Mr. Foltz is the son of Mrs. Donald Rood of Galion, Ohio.
Mrs. Johnston graduated from Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio, and is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. She is a high school
teacher in Galion.




Thirty nine years ago this
month our grocery bill was
$19.80. This was fne fOOd-Tor
the entire month and for four
adults and one five-year-old:
We did not go to the market,
, select our food and tote it
home as we do now, but we
phoned it daily. It was
delivered by 9 a. m. in time for
it to be cooked before noon.
Martha Kelly Gardner and
Suzanne Snook lived with us
then making the five in our
household.
Why order groceries daily?
There were few electric
refrigerators - just ice
icebOxes that were kept on the
back porch available to Mr.
Hub Murrell who delivered ice
daily. He chipped off the
specified _poundage from the
block in his wagon - later a
truck, and determined the size
by the 12" x 12" card hanging
in his sight. We. turned the
card to show which of the four
sizes - 15, 25, 50, or a 100
pounds we wanted that .day.
Food kept tool in the ice box
over night most times. There
was a pipe in the bottom of the
ice chest that drained the
melting ice through a hole
bored in the floor. The largest
size piece of ice lasted a short
time, - especially if it was
chipped for serving ice tea.
We kept icewaterk placing a
25 pound hunk in a ten gallon
insulated cooler that had a
spigot near the bottom. This
saved the opening of the
icebox door and saved the ice.
-who -was -also
our city judge once, was
populal• with the children in
* the neighborhood. They would
gather around him while he
used his ice pick to chip off the
desired size piece from the
block, resh from the _local
iceplant. The falling pieces-
were gathered up by the kids.
They followed him through the
entire block, chatting with
him and he joking with them.
To save his pants from the
dripping ice that he carried
with tongs, he had a -tosack"
belted to his wasit.
Because the mornings were
cool, we cooked our food for
the day then. The coal oil
stoves were popular, with four
or five wick-fed burners - Two
were under the removable tin
oven and the others for boiling
and frying. Not only did the
stove give energy for cooking
but gave off heat that was
sweat producing and heated
the entire house on a summer
day, even-with all the doors
and windows open.
Harry Rowland was
honored with a dinner on his
89th birthday on Sunday, April
17, at noon at the home of a
daughter, Mrs. Chester
Thomas and Mr. Thomas,
Almo Rote One.
Dinner was served at noon
and a fellowship period
followed.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lamb and
children, Bonita, Rachel, and
David, Mr. and Mrs. Robin
Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Ragsdale, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Rowland, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lockhart, Mr. and
Mrs. Ruben Rowland, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Jackson and
children, Karen and Wayne,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowland
and children, Jill and Janet,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Edwards
and children, Andy and
Heather, Mrs. Ann Lockhart,
Mrs. Opal Rowland, Mrs.
Luvean Maupin, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Fulton and children,
Jonathan, Kelly, and Jody,
Barry Thomas, Toinya and
Todd Thomas, the honored
person, Mr. Rowland, and the
hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas.
Edna Vaughn Is
Wednesday, 'Aril a
• mirris; Sat trnive-rsiry
Percussion Ensemble,
directed by Prof. Tom
Vanarsdel, will perform at -
8:15 p. m. in the Old Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Tryouts for Murray. Little
League will be held from 3:30
to five p. m. at the league
diamond at the Murray-
Calloway Park.
All-campus sing will be held
at five p. m. in Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
Thursday, April 21
East Elementary PTC will
meet at the school at seven p.
m.
Murray Jazz Trio will
Named President present a concert at the. . Calloway County Public__
Library --at seVeri.k  m.
president of the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi at the meeting held
recently at the home of Linda
Rogers, current president.
Other officers elected for







of.f:I'licelrigion" was the subject
of the program presented with
Linda' Rogers as the leader
who presented a group from
the Memorial Baptist Church
in a puppet show. This same
group also .presented
programs throughout the day
on Saturday, April 9, during
Observations
1,‘ /art
The cooked food was placed
in bowls and set on the table
for lunch. What was left over,
was covered and left there for
supper in- the -e4o1 of the dzry.
We rarely had food to keep
over night, so if there was any
leftovers - they were scraped
in the crapbucket. _
- The April 1938 statement I
am using for this review is
from:
Robt. Swann and, On
Groceries and Feed
Produce Bought and Sold
Pho. 24 Prompt Delivery
Pho. 25
On April 1, I ordered only a
quart of milk. It was delivered
promptly and courteously. On
the 5th the order was larger:
Cabbage 8 cents
Horn my 10 cents
Later I phoned in saying, •'If
my order has not started, will
you add three cokes?" On
April 9, I must have been
planning a party. My order
was:
Phil. cream cheese 20 tents
stuffed olives TO cents
'2 doz. lemons 10 cents
" doz. ofanges 10 cents
Pineapple juice 10 cents
paper napkins 7 cents
2 grapefruits 10 cents
Gelatin 8,cents
lettuce 12 cents.
That order Was delivered by
Eurin Perry. - -
On April 27:
Beef chips 15 cents
cinnamon rolls 10 cents
strawberries 15 cents
mustard greens 10 cents
poke salfet 2 c•ents •




4. olive soap 20 cents
We alternated in. our
grocery trading with Lee and
Elliot; and Tolley's Food
Market because we wanted to
share our buying with those
who did business with the
Bank of Murray where George
-worked.
-Annie Ingram helped the
wrIth the housework - working
a half day. The going wage
, then was $3.50 per week.
-Remember this was in the
days following, the 1933
depression.
Shroat's Meat Market, was
just three short blocks from
our 603 Olive Street home. We
ordered most of our meat
from them. It was delivered
by a boy on foot. A small order
was treated with the same
interest as would a big one.
Our milk was 'delivered
daily by horse-drawn closed
cab - later by motorized truck
by Ryan Milk Co. Heavy,
round, small-mouthed glass
firrirtartret-atyttatraste= 4 --
held in the Bel Air Shopping
Center.
Four new pledges accepted
into the sorority were Vicki
Overbey, Brenda Jones,
Becky Phillips, and Phyllis
D'Angelo. Also Beverly
Powell has been reinstated.
Leaves of absence were
granted Charlotte Adams,
Marie Dolchen, and Joretta
Randolph.
Announcement was made of
the Founders Day Banquet to




To conclude the evening, a
surprise baby shower was
given in honor of Mrs. Bill
(Alice) Rouse, whose twin
boys, Justin and Jason, were
born on April 10. -
bottles were used. A round
cardboard fop sealed the
container. Milk was left on the
front. door steps early in the
morning. That was before
homogenization and the
cream rose to the top of the
bottle, sometimes two inches
deep.
Most of the butter we used
came from George's brother
Jim's farm. He and Lucille
delivered it freshly made from
the old dasher-type churn. The
butter was worked until all
milk was extracted, then
formed into rounds in wooden
molds. The raised bit of butter
in the center of the pound was
an acorn and oak leaf pattern.
I have forgotten what we paid
them per pound. The price of a





the programat the meeting of
the Goshen United Methodist
Church Women held on
Wednesday, April 6, at seven
p. m. at the church.
Mrs. Edwards gave a very
interesting review of the book,
"Live Until You Die," by
Randolph Crump Miller. She
stressed the idea of living life'
to its fullest each day, trusting
God for His guidance and
blessings whether one's life
span is expected to be long or
short.
-Glenda Wilson gave the' 
devotionusing some thoughts
on the Easter season. --
' The business was conducted





11 igain Be .'ert.ing
"rhea- Delii.ious
Sandwiches




Grill Opens At 9:00 AM.
1 .Shoppinv 4rtIler
' Beach reported on the Week of
Prayer and Self Denial
program to be held jointly
with the Lynn Grove women
on May 14 at 1:30 p. m. at the
Goshen Church.
Following the benediction
refreshments were served in
the fellowship hall by Orlean
Parker and Obena Hale to the
twenty • members and three
visitors.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at seven p. m. at the home of
Mrs. Bill Settle.
Hazel Woman's ChM Will
meet .at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p. m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the. Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.
m.
Home Depatment of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at two
p. m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30
p.m,
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at seven p. m.
for executive session and at
eight p. in. for business
meeting.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
seven p. m. at the Ellis
Community Center.
Hardin Senior. Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon at
twelve noon.
Murray Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Ellis Center.
Murray Little League
,,,.Tryouts will be from 3:30 to
five p. m. at the league
diamond at the new Murray-
Calloway County Park.
/2 OFF
Mies StaA Night will be
teld. at -610 p. in. at the
Murray Country Club with
Scotiber as chairman of
the cothmittee composed of
Lawrence Philpot, Larry
Contri, and Ronnie Babb.
Murray State will play.
Vanderbilt University at the
University Tennis Courts,
Chestnut Street, at one p. m.
MSU Orientation lor ball
semester 1977 student
teachers will begin at four p.
in. in the Student Center
Auditorium. For information
call Wayne Williaps 762-2054_
Concert by Murray State
University Brass Choir,
directed by Prof. David
Elliott, Will be at_8:15 p. m. in
the Old Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Friday, April 22..
Rangerettes and Rangers of
WOW will have a bingo party
from seven to eight p.m. for
members, ages 3 to 15. A
spring dance will be from
eight to ten p.m. for members,
ages 12-15. Members, ages 8 to












It's made in a loaf pen.; no








2 teaspoons grated lemon
rind
2 containers (each 8 •
ounces) plain yogurt
2 egg whites
In a small saucepan sprinkle
'gelatin over lemon - juice and
water; over low heat Itir con-
stantly until gelatin dissolves -
about 3 minute. Stir In sugar,
salt and lemon rind. Remove
from heat. Cool slightly. Stir in
yogurt. Turn into a 9 by 5 by 3-
inch loaf pan. Freeze until
firm -Turn into a large .bowl
and -add egg whites; beat at
high speed of electric mixer un-
til smooth and fluffy - about
10 minutes. Return to loaf pan;
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Is i ig. S. .1- Lulu ...
0 • i ..0 .. . 4 .
- Vows Planned
/-4--
Miss Rebecca Sue Bhick: ford
and Hugh Ihn:id .Noffsinger
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Rebec-
ca Sue Blackford to Hugh David Noffsinger, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Hugh A. Noffsinger of MufraY, has been announced by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Blackriard of Murray.
Miss Blackford is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ed Blackford of
Auburn, and the late Bishop Stratton of Russellville. Mr. Nof-
fsinger's grandparents are the late Rev. and Mrs. H.D. Divine
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse S. Noffsinger of Bremen.
The bride-elect, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
•School,, is a freihmau.rnajoring in dietetics at Murray State
University. •
Mr. Noffsinger, a 1976 graduate of Murray High School, is
• majoring in Computer Data Processing at Murray State
University and he is employed at General Tire in Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, May 22, at 2:30
-p.m. at the Jonathan Creek Baptist Chapel.
" -All friends and relatives are invited to attend the ceremony.























The Rev. Richard Walker,
Southern Baptist missionary
to Brazil, was the guest
speaker at the April meeting
of the Gladys Williamson
Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church Women held at
the home-of Mrs. Williamson.
Rev. Walker is a former
PasL4r of -the First Baptist
Church and 'was home on
leave with his wife, Bea. He
spoke on the work in Brazil
and held a question and an-
swer period.
- The group voted to help the
Ruth Warren Group to sponsor
the Senior-Citizens dinner ori
May,15. '
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Williamson to Marketia
Cain, Laura Paschall,
Denecia Lovins, Ellen Hurt,
Suzie Scott, and Mary Janice 
Cooper. Guests were Pam
Williamson and Theresa
Starks,. senior. acteens, _ and.
Phyllis Whitney, director.
NKCA Seal
Indicates Golden A(re Club Luncheon
DTheuzeraicantihrlitay: Held At illethodis- t Church
"Spring On Parade," featuring a brunch and style show with fashions from the
Mademoiselle Shop, will.be the final event of the Murray State University Women's
Society current season. The time has been set for 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, April 30, at the
Murray Woman's Club House with the decorations by the Panhandler and Bamboo
Garden. Since prepaid_ reservations are essential members_  are  requeopti to ritranm_
-111e7Apiriind deadline by mailing checks to Evelyn Bradley before !hat date. No can-
cellations can be accepted after April 26. Committee members Meeting recently at
-the horne.of liuda_Stockton.chairman, were, left to right, back row, Linda Adams, lean
Bennett, Pat Weatherty, joaigNiffenegger, front row, Mrs. Stockton, Eloise Langford,
and Aurelia Batts. Also present was Clara Eagle, photographer.
parently leaves a lot ro be de-
sired Otherwise. why are so
many remodeled each year"'
More than 2 mithon baths are
expected to be modefnized in,.
197E. up more than is percent -
from 1975's. 1 8-million.- _re-
ports the National Kitchen
Cabinet Association
Baths. like.k,nchenS. get lots
of use in most homes Styles
change New products and ap-
- phances comeri-the-srene,
and baths with. insuffiCient -
storage space ache for re-
modeling Keeping storage in
mind, the homeowner plan-
ning - to ,remodel -the bath!
should look .batttrootii u r-
nishings that work as well as
• they look Though bathroom
vanities nay look like elegant
furniture. they should be able
to withstand daily use and the
rapid temperature changes
and high humidity con. imon to
baths
--Cabinet-finishes should also
be able to withstand the mois-
ijqi•_k-Ws'aricT the sp-Tasti1s 
and, spins cbqdr-
gents. medicines. lotions.
creams and cosmetics. Cabi-
net structure can also be Sub
tect to-the strain of bully
equipment or appliances
That s why as wise to look lor
the certificatton seal .of the
National Kitchen Cabinet As-
social-ion when.,..chowsing
vanities,
The seal indicates that vani-
ties. just like c.ertilied kitchen
cabinets, meet the tough, con-
struction and performance




kitchen and bath planning is
available in a 16-page booklet.
which c-an' be obtained for 35
cents from the National
Kitchen- Cabinet Association.
Box 2978.- Grand Central Sta-
tion. New York. N.Y 10017
If. the bottom of your yeast
bread loaf isn't as brown as
you like, lry baking the loaf on
the rack below -the center UM









• • • • • • • • • • •
Here's aliCii,,versaide fooTtwear style
made ot natural lute Its cushioned
heel to toe and rests tiptrin.springy
• - plantation crepe Wear it as an
ankle wrap, a leg .wrap or tie it
ovet the instep Put_ a little •






The Golden /Age Club herd
a :potluck luncheon 'at Ole.'
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church on Friday,
_Aprik,l, at noon.. The Rev. Dr.
James Fisher gave the in-
vocation.
Hosts and hostesses were
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Marose,
Mr. awl_ Mrs. Will Rose. Mr.
and,Mrs. Dan Mears,414r. and
Mrs. Henry Maier, and Mis .
Mary Lamb. -The tables wese
centered With sprint flowers
given by Mr.--and Mrs. O..C.
McLemore and Paul Kingins.
Mrs. Roger Burgoyne
AIM*. 4111%.**•+: • . e • r. Ir 4,41, 1:404.4 4.4,w
Lowe _Give&
ALIffeeLAt LaWSON-
nary Eva Lowe presented
the program at the meeting of
the North Pleasant Grove.,
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women held on
Monday, April 11, at seven p.
m. in the home of Emmadean
Lawson.
Mrs. Lowe had as her
sell' Pet, "Light Of the
Ressurrection.- She asked
each member to tell the group
what "Spring and Easter
Really Meant To Them."
Margaret Nell Boyd orve-
the devotion asking 'the
question, "Faith in God or
Fear In God, Which Will It




Lowe led the opening prayer
and Mrs. Lawson read the
--mioutrw---Also---rirestint —WAS—
Kathryn Glover, member, and
Nix Crawford, visitor.
Reirestunents were serve' 7
by Mrs. Lowe.
The next meeting will be-
held Monday, May 9, at seven
p. m. at the home of Mary Eva -
Lowe , with Marketia Cain in
charge of the program tir
•
Cap_it off, _ _
'With or Without
a sunglass visor, is perfect to
camouflage hair that deeds
Washing or that won't stand up
to the humidity. Choose one
-with an elastic back to keep it
all in
.11.011- Parties U ill
Be field Fridav
The Rangerettes and
Rangers of the Woodmen or
the World will have a Bingo
Party Friday, April 22, from
seven to eight p.m. at the
Woodman Hall. This party is
presided at the -business 
for members ages 8 - 15 and
Mary Gertzen, Mrs. Mina each member may invite
session in the absence of the :'Waters, Mrs. Artis Fuqua, someone they- would like to
president, Mrs. Mae), Dektzen, Mrs. Birdie Parker, and Mr. • become a-member. -
She named a nominating and Mrs. 0. C. McLemore.
mmittee with Norman 
Following the Bingo Party,
co Readings were given by there will be a Spring Dance
Klapp as chairman for the Mrs. Hildred Sharp and Mrs. fcr members ages 12 - 15. This
election of officers for the Henry Maier, followed, by will be from 8 to 10 p.m.
ensuing' year which wilt be bingo being played by the
held at the next meeting. - group. 
Members ages 8-11 may at-





flawattiti.1 paily Kingins, Eteight_Putrell,
the n'ext' meeting -on Friday, •
May 6: Ladies are asked to
.wear mu-m us and-gentletnert---
to wear_ flewered shirts. ,
Luncheon arrangements will
be by Mrs. Flora Ford, Mrs.
Ignorance Not
Always Bliss




ignorance was bliris. Thi
ignorance is bliss, 'Lis •
Abby, IF you atterm
Lion, be. gure to get t
ignorance is bliss. .et
'Yours, for .more car,
Mesdames Maggie Paschall,
Mary Lamb, Eunice Shekel,
Atitie-Ylarige-, Hared Sharp,
Katie -Overcast, Floy Cald-
well, -Sadie Harrell, Frances -
Beach, Maudena Butterworth,
Connie Jones, Ruth Cham-
bers, Jessie Robinson, Naoma
Schalm, and Norman Klapp,
Messrs and Mesdames Roger
Burgoyne, Dan Mears, Bill
Marose-, Harold Marvin, 0. C..
McLemore, Bryan -Tolley,
Henry Maier, and Ted
- Schleuter.- Visitors were the-
- — --Rev,- --Dr—Fisher -and Mrs.-
Fisher and Mrs. Albert
Outland.
wrote to you saying that
you replied, "No one said
tat ion to which you' refer is: 'If
to be wise.' "
correct someone's misquote-
. ght yourself. It is "WHERE
writing.
CHEVY CHASE, MD.
MAR „I vics indeed blissful until you pointed
out WHERE my own ignorance lies. I'll take 10 whacks'
with "THE CA,REFcl \OUTER" by Ted Bernstein, a
most valuable boa that hie- been on my desk for 10 years.
DEAR ABBY: I have
and an honor-student w
(his age) comes here
parlor for a lover's lot •
- These kids sit in the
lam sure their parent- .
I heard the girl tell her
"at a party with-a bun r1
was here but-me. the
who stayed upstair,
I am a widow and ani
like to leave those kid.-
- 5011 thaskthiscóUIt h •
I tell them? And shoo::
vear•old son who is a good boy
any friends. One young couple
-al nights a week to use my
'hugging and kissing for hours.-
kriow that this goes on. Once
'er-on the phone t.liat she was
ids" at my son's house. (No one
Id her boyfriend, and my son,
..,ng most-of- the time.)
.ed out orcasionally, but !don't
in my house. Should I tell my
ome over anymoreltfe Should
.eir parents be told?
UNDECIDED
DEAR UNDECIDED If you refuse the kids the use of
your parlor, you'll 4,n.1% force them to find another,
rendezvous. Here is an ,s,ellent opportunity to help NCI
youngsters who desper.,. !‘ -need it. They are playing with
dynamite and need to h. .,,irned against the pitfalls of too
much togetherness when :F4 ter charged up with natural
emotions.
If you can't (or. won't tinsel these kids, then you'd be
doing them a favor by ti Ing their parents. Enlightenment
is in order here, not por--hment.
DEAR ABBY: I de,-
don't have the brains •
excellent game of cont r
were tournament briti,
A few years ago I
stupid waste of tirq at ,'
My husband iitays I am In
a good game of bridge.
up-again..
I waaTecently talked
wait until the game yt,t-
inconsider ate? My ho-t .
trds. Don't gk the idea that I
, ay cards because --I played an
",ridge at one time. (My parent.,
layers )
up my mind that cards were a
. -orgy, and I gave up the game.
. foolish, that being able to play
-octal asset, and I shOuld take it
being a "fourth." and I couldn't
.er. Ant I stubborn, selfish and
,.J says I am. • _
-DETESTS CARDS
DEAR DETESTS v, Tie vv,ho "detegts" cards es much
as you apparently do ‘t ,, Idn't add much sociability to ii
card party, so stick to ,ar original decision, and pac..,
- Everyone has • problem. What's yours; For a per'sonal
reply, write to ABBY Box No. 69700, I,.A., Calif. 90069



















011e *pedal erasion. CO.
10-5 121 Bypass -i3-3111
Melvin B. Henley,
Candidate For Mayor
I would like to take this opportunity to acquaint you with my family and
background. Pictured above is my wife, the former Eva Mohler,-whose
parents are Curt and Ruthie Mohler of Kirksey, and my five boys (I. to r
Shane, Steven, Sonny, Stanley, and Stuart. The two older boys, Sonny' and
Stanley, are presently members of the U.S. Navy, enrolled In the Nuclear
Power Plant Operator program. After completing two years of classroom
training they will serve as nuclear power plant operators on a nuclear sub-
marine. •
To those of yip who May not know me personally, I would like to relate
my, background. I am 41 years of age and a native of Calloway .County,
having been reared in the old Gibbs' Store and Wisweli communities by
my great uncle and aunt, Jesse and Effie Henley. My mother, who died at
my birth, was the daughter of Print McReynolds and a sister to Harold
McReynolds and Faye Orr of the Corn-Austin Men's-Store, My pateiriat -
grandfather was the Reverend Walter W. Henley of the Story's Chapel-.
Mount Pleasant Community.
I attended Murray High School and graduated from Murray Training
School. I attended the University of Nevada, and Valley College, San Ber-
nardino, California, graduating from Murray State University with a B. S. in
Physics, Mathematics, and Chemistry. I received a Ph.D. degree in physical
Chemistry from the University of Mississippi (Ole Miss). For the past I t
years I have been a member of the Chemistry Faculty at Murray State, I
have taught at the University of Cincinnati, Memphis State University, and
the University of Mississippi as a visiting professor.
I am a veteran of four years active duty in the U.S. Air Fotce. I am a past
president of the Murray Civitan Clef) and a past president of the Kentuc
Lake Section of the American Chemical Society.
Presently, I am serving my third term on the MUray City Council. I have
run for re-election twice, and each time I have received considerably more
votes than I did in the election-before. This leads me to Believe that more
and more people have become satisfied with the joblhat I have done on
the council.
If you believe that I have done my best to serve you honestly and ef-
fectively, I ask that you vote for me on May 24 when you go to the polls.
Melvin B. Henley
Candidate for Mayill
Polnical ad pod tor by committee to elect Melvtn-Henlev I lavul 14.%60-11
0.•
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I Autorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
porpteie of providing a forum tor the free .• scharote of differing
• i,.:,•ons I *tiers to the edrilikeiametaw,t, to wilitORIAlt....4
:.- ••ImillAiMPiiiiirarealIRV ._ _ - -
II, ciblora -...1 lb.- newspaper stron.gl below, that‘to 411111
ol,iard Aitklik.. 4* 041i1 1410.L. %41,44) parratiri ttie ed•ortai
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do not rev aat
r : -,.1111 • of this IICY04,14P, . Mild 0 a di,,ers ii,' ti, otir readers
. e. •. •.• w urge readers a h., h an editorial stand or
•-,i •.. 0,,,,. presented ts an individual iaitei• in n eolunin to resp.mil
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EDITORIAL
• Use Your Library
For Youigelf
One of our community's
greatest institutions — the
Calloway County Public
Library — sits on Main Street,
near the downtown area.
Our library is there for our
use, it needs our active support
and use. Thus, the slogan for
National Library Week "Use
-Your "LibrIfy" WS-ha-N.11y
the best thing you can do for
your library; it's the best thing
you can do for yourself.
By using your library you will
enjoy a great variety of
benefits and you will be en-
couraging our younger
generation to do the same.
In a Gallup .Poll conducted
last year 92 per cent of heavy
library users reported that
their children are also regular
consumers of the variety of ser-
vices offered at the library.
The same Gallup Poll also,
found that one-third of the
United States population never
used a library; that 37 per cent
had no idea how public libraries
are funded; and that a majority
of these non-users were totally
unaware of the wide range of







on what is undoubtedly the best
bargain around. The dazzling
array of educational,
recreational, practical and
cultural , activities public
libraries offer cost a minimal
amount in taxes each year.
• National Library Week is a
good time to start tapping the
resources of our local library.
It's also a good time to pause
and say thanks to the very
capable .staff of the Calloway
County Library for the fine job
they are doing.
White House Considering
Campaign On Energy Crisis
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White
House is considering a public service
advertising campaign to keep ham-
mering President Carter's message on
energy: it is a crisis, even though it
may not hurt right new.
To the same end, Carter wants a
standby system of gasoline tax in-
creases, not because a nickel or dime
on the gallon would curb consumption,
but as a symbol of determination to
handle the problem.
Now Carter-is taking to Congress the
"unpleasant talk" he already has
presented to the nation. Tonight's
energy policy address is- his' first ap-
pearance h,ef ore the House and Senate.
It will take all of that and more to
achieve what the President is trying to
do, which is to convince Congress and
the public to take unpleatant medicine
for an ailment which has no painful
symptoms.
Phase one of the effort was Monday
night's nationally televised address —
no fireside chat, but a solemn
President, unsmiling and,finn, telling
'Americans things they don't want to
hear: Without inconvenience and
sacrifice now, he said, the energy
problem will get worse every day and
the nation will risk a national
catastrophe.
Carter and his advisers decided they
coidd not simply go to Congress with an
energy conservation program that will
mean higher prices and taxes, not until
. -
the President had sounded his alarm to
the nation.
Carter always said the President *as
the one man who could rally he nation
to deal with its problems, and exert the
leadership to solve them. Now he is
trying to do it, and on the most difficult
of issues. -
It is a crisis without villains to blame,
and without a real solution. It can only
be eased, not cured.
And it is the most difficult of political
issues. Americans are used to driving
where they want, when they want, on
gasoline that is still a bargain when
compared with the prices in other in-
dustrializet.nations. Their homes are
their castles, and now comes Carter to
tell them that they're going to have to
insulate their castles.
Many, as Carter acknowledged,
believe oil companies are holding
supplies off the market. In an NBC
News poll, 63 per cent of the people
surveyed said they considered the
wintertime shortage of natural gas to
be a hoax to get higher prices from the
consumer.
Those suspicions have been fed by the
soaring price of energy, sharpest since
the crisis produced by the Arab oil
embargo of 1973. But that was an old
fashioned crisis. There was somebody
to blame — the Arabs who turned off
the oil. And there was an end in sight,
since they were going to turn it back on
eventually.
. ,
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FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
Kentuckians are indeed a vibrant and
*ong-willed people. Time after time,
--"in recent months and years, they have
demonstrated that they are able to
bounce back from heart-breaking
experiences.
The tornadoes of 1974, the worst to hit
this nation in memory, caused severe
damage and many deaths in Kentucky.
The sorrow and the scars left on the
face of our Commonwealth were
overwhelming. Yet, in three years,___
eirWence of those
killer' winds. Kentuckians took_ a deep -
breath, gritted their teeth and went
about putting their lives back in order.
Of course, the memory of the tragedies
will remlin.
Just this past winter,' record low
temperatures wracked our Com-
monwealth, causing misery; loss of jobs,
for a time, and a back-breaking energy
shortage that threatened-the very fiber
of our economy. Traces of those frigid
months are still with us, but, -again,
Kentuckians are pulling out of those
troubles with a renewed determination
to beat the elements.
Now, any of our neighbors are facing
another very tragic problem. Eastern
Kentucky rivers and streams, swollen
'by record heavy rains, rose out of their
banks' and swept away homes and
businesses. ..Lives were lost. Invest-
ments of a lifetime were gone in
minutes.
Family savings gave little comfort in
the face of .such massive property
losses"in 15 eistern and' Southeastern -
counties. The ravages of these floods
will affect Kentucky's Appalachian
region for years to come. Yet, in the
three full days Ir haVe Spent in the
mountains since this disaster struck, I
have yet tg have one homeowner, one
liousewii,,, one businessman tell me
that he's leaving, that there's no reason
to stay and rebuild and start again.
- There are few, things as shocking as
the aftermatWof a severe flood. Left
behind are tons of mud and ooze
covering streets, sidewalks-, yards-and,
worst of all, the insides of homes and
businesses. .
Little is salvagable. Furniture and
appliances were -soaked -ant-useless -
Flooring is warped.- . and -ruined.
Records, family •heirloutris. valuables
are suddenly gone, irreplaceable.
Nothigr is spared. The clothing in a
ready-to-war' store is ruined beyond
salvage. New cars are rendered
practically worthless. Grocery stores
are turned into jumbles of debris.
As the cleanup begins, that debris
lines the streets. The mud turns to
choking dust. Those working in it must
wear surgical masks to allow them to
breathe. The picture is one of total
destruction and desolation.
This scene is being 'repeated time
after time throughout our east and
southeastern counties this spring. And
the people stick it out, determined to
clean up the mess and get the bad
memories behind them.
Our school -children have had .a
doubly, hard blow dealt them by these
high waters. Still reeling from the loss
of many school days because of the
extreme cold in recent _weeks, these
young people are now facing another
long wait to return, to the classrooms.
At best, school could continue well into
the normal vacation period. At worst,
with records, textbooks and supplies
gone in the swirling waters, there would
seem to be little chance for much
Business Mirror
Acceptance Of Sacrifices
Will Be Tough On Americans
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW. YORK (AP) — It's tough for
Americans to accept the notion that
they cannot continue to consume as
they have. It goes against their grain. It
conflicts with what they were taught. It
is viewed as a restriction of freedom.
No wonder. What youngster hasn't
been educated to believe that this is the
land of plenty, of the good life, of the life
that gets better with each generation, of
the high material standard of living?
What adult hasn't been conditioned
by advertising and marketing to
believe that consumption is a joy and a
right? And who hasn't in some small
way or large consumed- conspicuously
because material possessions are
admired?
The consumer has been exalted,
encouraged, exploited. He and she,have
been honored as the driving force of the
economy. .Economists eagerly study
the consumer's mind for Indications of
future economic strength or weakness.
And.now the consumer is told to Cut it
because the country must re-emphasize
production,' of energy at least, as in the
days when the country was developing
into the world's premier industrial
power. •
If we don't cut our energy coil-
sumption, we are told, we won't have
much of anything else to consume. And
that if we don't increase our production
of energy, the industrial and social
superstructure built upon it might
collapse.
And so, like the smokestack that once
symbolized industrial might before it
was toppled by the reality of pollution,
the brilliantly lighted office building
that stands empty in the night seems
destined to be viewed as an ugly symbol
of unconscionable waste.
The change is sudden, but only
because so much of the nation refused
to heed what it was told — that fossil
energy sources are exhaustable.
And those reluctant to conserve
aren't to be found only among those
who didn't know better.
Within the past decade, owners of
office buildings sometimes were told by
utilities seeking to boost their sales —t
that it was good avertising to leave your
office lights shining like a beacon io the
night.
4 '
And the Federal goVernment em-
barked on an enormous highway
building spree with money that some
people thought should have' gone into
mass traosportation facilities that
would have consumed less energy.
Instead of accepting the warnings,
many Americans chose to-view the
energy crisis as a hoax perpetrated by
those who stood to gain from such a
line. And surveys show that many
people still believe so.
It was partly for this reason that
President Carter felt the need to use the
phrase "national catastrophe" to
describe the potential danger, and
"moral equivalent of war" to describe
the fight that must be waged. • ,
Nevertheless, there will remain a
good many people who will not be
convinced that the big oil companies
didn't conspire to bring about the
shortage for their own greedy ends.
And there are others who will be so
highly displeased and greatly in-
convenienced that they will find it
difficult to accent the level-of sacrifice
they are called upon to make.
meaningful learning in the weeks that
remain this year.
I have ordered some one thousand
National Guardsmen into the flooded
areas. We have also increased the
number of Kentucky State Troopers.
Ad4 , to that. numerous Highway
Department people, welfare workers,
forestry and reclamation employees,
and even inmates from correctional





stricken areas. But yet that is not
enough. There are hundreds of
velunteers, local officials, and
numerous federal officials. The
-devastation is unbelievable.
While we have shipped...WM Alf
medical supplies, water for drinking,
clothing, and cleaning suppllea-:: ahd the
federal government is on the scene
taking applications for disaster
assistance - there are still many unmet
• 
s in the area of Harlan, Bell and
Knox Counties during the height of the
flooding. The next day I took Senators
Huddleston and Ford and Congressmen
Perkins and Carter back into Whitley,
Bell, Pike, Floyd and Johnson Counties
as the flood water was receding. I later





‘'irginia border. Unless 'you have been
in a .major flood you simply cannot
appreeiate the extent of the damage.
Since I clearly remember the great
And I appoint unto you a Jung.of 1937 in Which my family lost
dom, as my Father !lath appointed.everything; I knew what to expect but it said Sen., Charles Percy (R-111.1 - unto me. Luke 22:29:"s "In - r.*7.446!,triust the----attentbn of Jesus -LA rts-t has gcin'e prepare*T'—'"I talked with scores of ilood,gictiens
during my visits. I knew that in spite of
011 of everyone's efforts, there were still
unmet needs. As a result of .what I
learned I ordered more Natiohal
Guardsmen to duty, increased ship-
ments of food and medicine, more
water, communication equipment, and
brought more highway people in for the
mammoth cleanup effort. _Dot even
then we did not reach all of those in
tad scattered over the I5-county
fkioded area. .
As usual the Kentucky National
Guard were the ,first help to arrive in
force. Their services were .many and
were valuable. The helicoper pilots -
saved lives by rescuing people from
their rooftops Just out of reach of the
swirling waters, and by rushing injured
victims to hospitals when passage by
road was impossible. They ferried
much-needed blood and medicine in
other life-saving actions. They carried
tons and tons of other supplies and vital
foodstuffs when high waters kept trucks
out of stricken areas.
Their counterparts on the ground in
the huge deisel cargo trucks carried
food and water and supplies by the
dozens of tons to the area, creating a
constant stream of life-giving goods to
the mountains from other more for-
tunate areas of Kentucky. Guardsmen
in dump trucks and high lifts moved
debris by the hundreds of tons.'
Kentacky State Troopers rushed into
the flooded regions to provide traffic
control and security and whatever
other help necessary.iPerhaps the most
important aspect of the State Police
assistance came in the form of radio
communications for high-water areas
otherwise completely cut off from the
rest of the world when they lost their
telephones and even their radio
s sa.
Human Resourees Department
employes, professionals in the areas of
social insurance and health services,
came to the mountains from all across
Kentucky, many from my own home
region of the Jaekson Purchase. They
volunteered their time, got little rest,
while handling the massive paperwork.
necessary to gain for the flood victims
the kinds of assistance to get them back
onFthooedir sfLemt. ps.
, individual and family,
grants; cleanup help and ,many other
kinds of assistance were arranged from
these people through a teamwork effort
of Federal and State personnel at seven
one-stop assistance centers located'.
throughout the flood-stricken areat.
Department of Transportation em-
ployes continue the massive cleanup
efforts, taking away from the
springtime countryside evidence of
disaster and tragedy that will remain
much longer' in the memories of its
vicWtihmats.has been going on in the flood
aftermath- is a teamwork of massive
proportions. The local officials will now
oversee the cleanup to its conclusion.
We in State Government and those in
Federal Government will continue to
provide assistance. But it will not put
"the people back where they were before
the flood. What I do know about the
people of Eastern and Southeastern
Kentucky is that their determination
will enable them to survive another
tragedy, picke up the pieces and with




Daylight SavIng Twie (t)ST) will be a cost of $6,000 to $12,000 each
upon us again this Sunday so don't Color photographs, Granum said,
forget to change your clocks Saturday would cost "no more than ;600.
night. One way to keep up with which We don't have any idea how many
way to move the hands on your trusty Cabinet members this country has had
timepiece is to remember it's Spring since 1880 but it seems to us our country
Ahead, Fall Back. apparently owns quite a valuable
If you like to stroll, swat a tennis or collection of paintings.
golf ball, enjoy water sports, or just like We're not against historical
PUtter—around .io-Lbe_gardest- in_ the .-Prg.sgrvatiOn. but. wel wasider-howrneey
evening, then come Sunday you'll have other areas of extravagance abound
an- extra hour of light to indulge in all
your favorite pastimes. But if you're a
farmer who likes to get in the fields
earlier or if you like to jog before
breakfast, sorry, it may be a little dark
for you for awhile.
-Either way, clocks move-forward
Sunday one hour for the six months of
DST from 2 a.m. Sunday, April 23, to 2
a.m. Sunday, October 29. So, if you go to
bed at 10 p.m., move yaur clock up toll
p.m. to be sure you get to church on
time Sunday morning.
-The change to DST will occur across
the nation except in Arizona, Hawaii
and partsof Indiana.
0+0
- According- to a United Press Triter-
national report, President Carter has
ordered an end to the practice of having
costly portraits of outgoing Cabinet
officers done at federal expense.
-In a memorandum—ter -ail -Cabinet
members, the White House announced
Tuesday, Carter suggest that color
photographs be used -to maintain the
historical.reeord."
Deputy Press Secretary Rex Granum
President" the, practice, begun in the
early 1880s of commissioning - Oil
paintings of retiring Cabinet officers at
• -
10 Years-Ago
Robert Wilson, administrator at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
reported today that the plans for the
proposed expansion to the hospital have
been approved by the Advisory Council
for Health Facilities.
- The new fire sub-station at South 16th
and Locust Streets will be manned as of
June 1, 1967, according to Fire Chief
Flavil Robertson.
Deaths reported include Sidney
Colwell and Leonard Alexander,
The Murray Art Guild, a newly
created organization, -will hold open
house on May 7 at the studios located
over Douglas Hardware at Fourth and
Main Streets,
• Miss Betsy Ann Blalock, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Blalock, was
married to Jay Michael Bucy, son of
Mr. and Mrs. „J. T. Bucy, on April 6 at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
AR
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems
fast. If you have a qn‘stion or problem
not answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Senior citizens
will receive prompt -replies, but you
' must include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: lam 57 years old and I
have been working under Social
Security for the last 30 years. Last
month, I was in an automobile accident
and I will be layed up for; quite some
time. My doctor advised nr to apply for
Social Security disability. Can you tell
me if lam eligible for benefits? .I. C. T.
ANSWER: Heartline cannot tell you
if you will be accepted for disability by
the Social Security Administration or
not. However, we can tell you the
requirements you must meet to be
eligible. There are four basic
requirements:
1. You must be "fully insured" under
Social Security. This means that a
person must have worked enough
quarters to be eligible for Social
Security retirement.
2. You must have at least it) quarters
of covered- earning under Social
Security in the 40 quarters immediately
preceding_ your disability. In other
words, you must have worked 5 years
out of the 10-year period immediately
preceding your disability.
3. You must have supporting ob-
jective medical evidence showing that
your disability will pre‘ ent you from
*nig any substantial. gainful wqrak. _
4. Your disability must be expected to
throughout Washington.
0+0
A wealthy man visited a less for-
tunate friend and began to brag about
his riches.
"Hold it," interrupted the friend. "I'd
like you to look, out the window and tell
me what you see."
"Well," said the rich one, staring,"!
see people."
Then the friend held out a mirror.
"What do you see now? t2 he asked.
"Myself, naturally," said Mr.
Wealthy.
"Then observe," said the other,
softly. "In the window there is glass
and in the-mirror there is glass. But the
glass in the mirror has had a little
silver added to it. No sooner is that little
silver added than you cease to •see
others and.see only yourself."
Bible Thought
place for each one of His disciples.
Is He preparing one for you/ Make'
sure you belong to Jesus Christ,
20 YearsAgo
H. Glenn Doran of the Peoples Bank
of Murray has been appointed to,the
Board of Regents of Murray State
University by Gov. A. B. Chandler.
J. G. Wofford, Aviation Storekeeper
Third Class, United States Navy, is
serving with a photographic detach-
ment aboard the attack aircraft
carrier, USS Shangri-La.
Deaths reported include Lynn Key,
age 62.
Specialist Third Class Ernest C.
McReynolds, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
McReyriolds, has been assigned to the
285th Transportation Company at Fort
Eustis, Va.
Army Pvt. Graves W. Morris, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Morris, recently
was assigned to the 568th Anti-Aircraft
Artillery Battalion at Warren, Ohio.
last tor has lasted) at least one full year
or expected to result in death.
Requirement No. 3, is the hardest to
,meet.hecause of the ambiguous clause
"prevent you from doing any sub-
stantiai gainful work." For a person to
be disabled that they cannot do any
work at all. This is decided by people
contracted by the Social Security
'Xdriiinistration.
HEARTLINE: I have just ,retired
from the Post Office and I am drawing
my Civil Service retirement annuity.
Can I take a job outside the Federal
Government' and still receive my an-
nuity? LT. •
ANSWER: As a general rule, em-
ployment outside the Federal gover-
nment will have no affect on the annuity
payments or the annuitant's right to
receive them. However, it may affect
the rights of certain disability an-
nuitants.
HEARTIINE: My uncle retired Iasi
year and he seems very bored with life.
I keep trying to get him interested in a
hobby, but so far it is to no avail. Do you
have any information that can help n-k
talk him into something? R. F.
ANSWER: In a recent survey of
several hundrea retired persons, seven
out of every 10 retirees gave 'credit to a
hobby as a chief life saver during their
retirement years. Your uncle might be
surprised to learn how many highly
esteemed skills • and artistic
achievements have been the result of
hobbies„ Hobbyists have produced
famous paintings, won _acclaim as
experts in their chqsen fields, and
vtieved greater renown in their
iltirement -wan they had in their
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Coffee 1 lb. can
Limit I Iltpuoill P4f.16-P7Irson
12.
"
Prices Good Through April 26, 1977
Owned & Operated by Charles Johnson
CHUCK ROAST

















  12 oz.
  12 oz.
Pure lb.
Life is tough... your beef shouldn't be.
TUNA 6½0z 594
Hawaiian Itad
PUNCH 46 oz. 55'
Ragu Spaghetti- Plain, Moat, Mushroom
SAUCE 15½oz. 594
WESSON OIL 38 oz. $ 1 49
Hunt's Tomato
JUICE 46 oz. 59'
PET MILK Toll 354
Philadelphia Cream
CHEESE   8 oz. 494
BISCUITS 8 °z 6/79'
Parkay
MARGARINE 1 lb• 47'
Golden Bake Sandwich






















16 oz. - 8 Bottle Carton- Plus bottles or deposit
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Meyer Selected As New
Head Coach For 49ers
Bj BILL MARTIN
AssoeiatedTress Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Ken Mtyer.' who replaces
untameable Monte Clark as
.ihead coach of the San Fran-
cisco 49ers, says he won't have
• Any problern_ s getting along
lwith controversial General
-Manager Joe Thomas.
-The lines of demarcation
have been spelled out and I'm
perfectly satisfied with what I
have," said Meyer, until
Major League
Leaders
Tuesday the offensive coor-
dinator of the rival Los
Angeles Rams.
"I never get involved in the
Xs and Os," added Thomas.
-The coach makes the
decisioas on the fiekl and km
responsible for- personnel -
the draft and cutting,'
Both Thomas and Meyer
said the new coach would have
input in personnel decisions,
but Thomas will have the final
voice if there are conflicts.
The naming of Meyer, 51,
Tuesday by 49er President
Edward J. DeBartolo Jr.
ended a two-week search
during which four persons, all
offense-oriented, were
By The Associated Press seriously considered, Thomas
American League said. He did not name the
R U N S-Baylor, Cal, 11; three not chosen.
Bonds Cal  Mannm& Cle
10; Gnch, al,--g; Otis, K 9;
Page, Oak, 9.
RUNS BATTED IN-Ruth,
Cal, 16; Page, Oak, IS; Carew,
Min, 11; Allen, Oak, 11; Hob-
son, Bsn, 10; Ault, Tor, 10;
Mayberry, KC, 10.
HITS-Carew, Min, 17; Page,
Oak, 16; 'Fuentes, Deli, 15; Cub-
bage, Mirk, 15; Ystrmiski, Bsn,
14; McRae, KC, 14.
1)OUBI1F-S-Baylor, . Cal, 5;
Tor, While be-WiiS -willing -to give up
Remy, Cal, 4; Cowens, KC, 4;
Carew, Min, 4; Page, Oak, 4.
TRIPLES-Carew, Min, 3; 27
Tied With 1.
HOME RUNS--Ault, Tor, 4;
Bonds, Cal, 4; Ogilvie, Det, 3;
Baylor, Cal, 3; Page, Oak, 3.
STOLEN BASES-Remy, Cal,
8; Lints, Oak, 6; JNorris, Cle,
4; LeFlore, Det, 4; Bonds, Cal,
4; Pate, KC, 4; }lisle, Min, 4.
PITCHING (2 Decisions)-
Augustine, Mil, 2-4:1, 1.000, 2.87;
Garvin, Tor, 2-0, 1.000, .2.12;
Tanana, Cal, 2-0, 1.000, 3.38;
Zahn; Min, 2-0, 1.000, 2.12; Tor-
rez, Oak, 2-0, 1.000, 2.81; Whee-
lock, Sea, 2-0, .1.000, 2.57; Palm-
er, Bal. 2-1, .667, 0.64; • La-
Roche, Cle, 2-1, .667, 5.40. 3
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, • Cal,
, .25; Tanana, Cal, .21; Blyleven,
Tex, 21; Palmer, Bal, 16.; Eck-
. ersley,i Cle, 14. _ _
National League .
BATTING (25 at bats -Yea-
5?, 'LA, - .414; TitaltheWir4t1
.410; Cash, MU, .400; Cey, LA:
.400; Parker, Pgh, .395; Smith,
LA, .395. •
RUNS-Smith, -LA, 13; Rose,
. CM, 12; Griffey, CM, 11; Lopes,
LA, 10; Parker, Pgh, 9; Gar-
vey, LA,. 9.
RUNS BATTED IN-Tenace,
SD, 15; Garvey, LA, 13; Smith,
LA, 13; Morgan, Cin, 12; 5 Tied
With 10.
HITS-Matthews, Atl, 16;
Cey, LA0,16; Parker, Pgh, 15;
Ssnith, 'IA, 15; --Hendrick, .SD,
DOUBLES-Smith, LA, 6.
Cromrtie, Mtl, 5; Rose, CM, 5;
6 Tied With 4.
TRIPI.F.S-Brock, StL, 2; 23
Tied With I.
HOME RUNS-Kingman. , NY,
4; Burroughs, Atl, 4; 10 Tied
With 3.
STOLEN BASES-Lopes, LA,
8; Taveras, Pgh, 4; Cncepcion,
Cin, 4; Cabell, Htn, 4; Dilone,
Pgh, 3; Matthews, At!, 3; Roy-
ster, At!, 3.
PITCHING (2 Decisionsi-
Seaver, NY, 3-0, 1.000, 1.08;
Denny, StL, 3-0, 1.000, 3.57;
RForsch, StL, 3-0, 1.000, 1.17;
Atkinson, MU, 2-0, 1.000, 0.00;
Espinosa, NY, 2-0, 1.000, 0.71;
Ruthven, At!, 2-0, 1.000, 1.72;
Hough, LA, 2-0, 1.000, 1.84;
Rau, LA, 2-0, 1.000, 2.08.
STRIKEOUTS-Mntfusco,
23; PNiekro, At!, 18; Seaver,








Paid for by the candidate
ITTrFfear-cW-STa
Clark, who guided the 49ers to
an 8-6 record in his first year
as a National Football League
'coach, was ousted because he
refused to renegotiate a
contract which gave him
much of the power now
wielded by Thomas.
Clark had indicated that
some of his cantrol over
personnel, the measure of
authority he felt he needed
would not be compatible with
Thomas' role. Thomas said he
decided on Meyer, a 49er
assistant coach in 1968,
because he had been with
winning teams and knew the'
NFL's western division and its
personnel.
Meyer said his three-year
contract for an undisclosed_
sum was the fulfillment of the
dream of any assistant and
promised to deliver "an
aggressive, hard-NW/1g, well-
disciplined football team."
"One thing I know _from my
years in football is that you
wim defence,". be
added. "Offensively we want a
balanced attack. We will have
a team on the field that will
move the football and score."
Meyer has been an assistant
coach for 24 seasons, starting
at his alma mater, Denison
to win," he Jaid, "so-we-just
tried not to panic and just stay
in it."
Coach Tom Nissalke said hts
Rockets "got off to a good
statt but we got out Of what we
were doing that got us the
lead."
As a result, the Rockets will
be behind 1-43 when the series
College in Ohio, and coaching Tuesday night, then rallied Major League
and beat the Rockets 111-101.at Wake Forest, Florida State
and Alabama before' joining "There was no place for us
the 49ers in 1968.
He was an assistant under
Weeb- Ewbank with the New
York Jets for four season
before joining Chuck. Knox at
the Rams in 1973. Meyer had
worked with Knox at Wake
EAGER TO LEARN - Members of the Marrey-Calleway swim to.. show their enthusiasm as
they volunteer to gamer. a mos:ties asked by their midi, Rick McGee. The preemptors have lint
started. six-week train* program at the MSU pool. lbe purpose is to get them kr shape mei
rawly for the upcoming swim season which will begin in Arae..There are abort 100 swimmers,
roping logo from six to 16, who are involved in the program.
' (Staff Phases* tilt* Illmsdee)
Bulls Overcome 16-1 Deficit
And Rally To Defeat Rockets
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer -
"If you've got to fall behind
16-1," said Washington Coach,
Dick Motta, "it's best tp do it,
irrthe start of the game."
Motta's Bullets did
precisely that in the opening
game of their National
Basketball Association
quarter-final best-of-seven
playoff series at Houston 
to hide in the ,first quarter,"
said Motta. "rf I could have_
lone .home then. I would
have."
Instead Motta stuck around
and watched his club outscore
the Rockets 23-5 in the final six
Standings
- -By The-Aiiiociated Press
- Amerieaa-Leagve- - -
East
W L Pct. GB
7 2 .778 -
7 5 .F3
4 -.556 2
Forest. minutes of the second quarter 4 5 .444 3
for a 46-46 halftime tie. The 4 5 .444 3
Bullets went ahead to stay 71- 3 9 .250 5'7
69 on a jum r by-Phil Chenier 2. 
8 .2003 5L2Hockey Playoffs
At A Glance






Los Angeles 3, Boston 1, Bos-
ton leads series 3-2
Philadelphia 2, Toronto 0,
Philadelphia leads series 3-2
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia at Toronto







Quebec 3, New England 0,
Quebec wins series 4-1
Series B
Indianapolis won series 4-0.
Series C
Wednesday's Game
Houston at -Edmonton, Hous-
ton leads series 2-1
Series D
Wednesday's Game






with 3'2 minutes left in the
third period and pulled away
despite 14 points in the fouth
quarter by the Rockets' Mike
Newlin.
Washington's bench
provided the impetus, rookie
center-forward Mitch Kup-
chak pouring in a career-high
32 points and guard Larry
Wright scoring 14. Among the
starters, Elvin Hayes scored
22 and Chenier 20.
Newlin led the Rockets with
24 points and Rudy Tom-
janovich scored 19.
The loss erased the Rockets'
home-court advantage and
was the second time a team
which had received a bye
througb the first round of the
playoffs lost to one which
played in the first round. ,
Boston beat Philadelphia
113-111 Sunday in the opener of
their series, which resumes
tonight at Philadelphia.
The other two quarter-final
series begin tonight, with
Portland at Denver and
Golden State at Los Angeles.
Hayes said he was not
wicried by the Bullets' slow
start. "We've been down .30
points before and 'came. back
*CORRECTION*
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Chicago 6 3 • .667 -
Oakland 7 4 .636 -
K.C. 6 4 .600 17
Texas 5 .4 .556 1
Minn 6 6 .500 IL2
Calif 6 7 .462 2
Seattle 6 8 -.429 2'-
Tuesday's Results
Toronto 8, New York 3
Milwaukee 5, Oakland 4
Baltimore 6, Cleveland 5, 10
innings
Boston 11, Detroit 3
Kansas City 11, Minnesota 3
California 11, Chicago 2
Texas 3, Seattle 1
Wednesday's Games .
Toronto (Hargan 1-0) at New
York (Gullett 0-2)
Milwaukee (Augustine 2-04 at
Oakland ( Torrez 2-01
Cleveland (Garland 0-1) at
Baltimore Martinez 0-0)
Detroit (Rutile 1-1) at Boston
(Tiara 1-01, In)
Minnesota Thormodsgard 1-1 )
at Kansas City 1SplittOrff 1-0),
in)
Chicago (Knapp 1-0) at Cali-
fornia, I Ryan 2-1), ni -
Texas (Briles 0-0) at Seattle
(Abbott 0-21,
Thursday's...coames
Toronto at New 41(ork
Detroit at BOston
Minnesota at Texas, in)
Chicagd at California, in
Op),)  games scheduled
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Montreal 6 3 .667 --
S Louis -7 4 .636 ,-
N York 6 5 .545 '1
Chicago 4 6 .400 2'2
- 4 6 .400 2L2
Phila 3 6 .333 3
West
Los Ang 8 2 .800 --
Atlanta 6 5 .545 2'2
Houston 5 5 .500 3
S Diego 5 7 .417 4
3 Fran 4 6 .400 4
Cinci 4 7 .364 4'2
Tuesday's Results
Montreal 6, Pittsburgh 0
Philadelphia 7, Chicago 5
Atlanta 4, San Diego 1
San Francisco 7, Houston 4
New York 5, St. Louis 2
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles (Sutton 1-01 at
Cincinnati (Norman 0.01
New York (Matlack 011) at
St. Louis (Rasmussen 0-21
Pittsburgh I Rooker 1-1) at
Montreal (Hannahs 1-0)
Philadelphia (Christenson G-
I) at Chicago (R.Reuschel 1-1)
San Diego (Jones 1-1) at At-
lanta (Messersmith 1-1), in
San Francisco (Halicki 1-11
at Houston (Lemongello 0-2i,
In ) '
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled .
resumes Thursday night at
Houston. ,
Bostoni hai to be buoyed by
rts -last-second -victory- over
Philadelphia in their opener,
fa.hiwim.1 on Jo Jo White's off4
balance jumper. But 76ers
forward George McGinnis
says, "Look at it this way: I
only scored six points and we
were still in it to the end. In
order for us to win, I don't
have to score 30. But I do have
to score some, rebound some
and concentrateon defense."
Billy Martin To Join
Ranks Of Unemployed?
fall," he said. "We'll snap
back."
Then he acknowledged he
had to-treat baseball as he
do_es hi; business.
"In a big corporation, if the
earnings are poor, what do
rill do? You replace the
president," he said. "In
baseball, it's the manager. His
job is to produce or else."
Martin may have an-
ticipated this punch earlier in
the week when, before star-
ting the calamitous series with
the expansion Toronto Blue
Call them the "Second Time Jays, he quipped: "If I'm
Around Blues." Or "Blahs." gonna be fired, I'm gonna be
What_ mysterious quirk is fired my way."
there.,,in_the. personality of. .
man who can take a baseball has followed a fixed pattern.
club, turn it into an instant Aggressive, thoroughly
winner and then suddenly find likeable, good . in his
himself out of a job? relationship with players, he
Television commercials kid has moved into dormant
about fading popularity in situations and produced
hawking their deodorants and winners. Then, when
mouthwashes. With Billy apparently on top of the
Martin, it is nothing so per- baseball world, he has been
sonal. His abrupt fall i from dumped.
grace in the past apparently Some have said he has a
can be traced almost ex- faculty for alienating his
elusively to an unbending bosses through sheer bull-
independence and an headedness.
arrogance in dealing with his Billy took a losing team at
employers. Minnesota and, in the first
In the case of George year, led the -Twins to the
Steinbrenner, a stubborn and divisional championship. A
iron-willed individualist
himself, 'this could be
catastrophic for Martin.
Steinbrenner didn't create a
shipbuilding empire by being
a shrinking violet. Neither did
he throw his hard-earned
millions inta baseball without
expecting some deference
front the men to whom n he is
paying, in many cases,
unrealistic salaries._ _ .
Returning to Yankee
Stadium to find his gold-plated
Yankees mired in the cellar
after losing eight of their first
10 games, Steinbrenner called
the team into the 1,,cker room'
Tuesday, gave them a good
chewing out and handed*,
Manager Martin a tentative
vote of confidence.
"One acorn doesn't make a
By WILL GRAISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AR) Fiery,
combative Billy Martin is
walking a tightrope as boss of
the beleaguered New York
Yankees.
One slip and the little gut'
fighter, survivor of countless
on-and-off-the-field brawls,
may find his managerial
career following the same
imponderable course that
marked his abbreviated
tenures first with Minnesota,




month later he-was fired. He
Went to Detroit in 1971 and
next year had the Tigers atop
the American League East
He was let out 1n1973, picking
up a job with Texas. He,
brought the Rangers from
Sixth to second before being
let out in 1974.
TENNIS
DENVER - eve Bengston
Of Sweden upset Phil Dent of
Australia 6-2, 6-2 in the first
round of a $100,000 Grand Prix
Tennis Classic.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Tom
Okker of The Netherlands
upset top-seeded Dick
Stockton 3-6, 6-1, 6-1 in the first
- of thi-117Orld Thein-
pionship Tennis tournament.
Tryouts for the Kentucky
League Will be held April 28
and 19 at 4 p. m. at the old
Little League field.
Any boy or girl ages nine or
lo and who will not have •
reached their llth birthday by.
August 1 are eligible to ploy
Kentucky League baseball.
There are also some
coaching* vacancies- and
anyone interested in becoming





A pair of high, school
baseball games werelwashed
out Tuesday.
Calloway County was to
have played at Fancy Farm
while Murray High did
manage to get in two innings
at Marshall County Wore the
rains came and forced the
postponement of the coritest.
Murray High held a 2-0 lead
after two innings but of
coursi, the game does not
count.
Murray, which is 1-0 on the
season, will boat MaYTield
today before playing a
twinight doubleheader in
Holland Stadium Thursday.
At 4 p. m. Thursday, the
Tigers play Camden while at 7
p. m., Murray will go -against
Henry County.
Calloway County hosts Lyon
County today before traveling
to Lowes Thursday. The
Lakers are 2-2 on the season.
Friday will be the big game
of the season for the two teams
as the Tigers and-Lakers meet
at 4 p. m. at the old city park.
A
4 GOOD,YEAR
CUTS THE DECK AND DEALS
-
IT'S YOUR DEAL!
Ace in the Hole• .4r.4
oil
R.
Goody•ari All Tim* &to SoPerl
2a59
576-13 ptua.11.73 F.E.T.
per imp and old tire%
'Custom Power Cushion
Potyglos'1•Vhitawalk
Willman OUR , Pim F.1.1.
S PRICE ,r,:,g,.YS „„ „,
E711-11 2 t o,555 52.24
E711.14or15 210,573 $2.42 Or 82.52
G78-14 or 15 2 1 or SRI 52.58 Or 22.65
1175.15 2 for 804 $2.811
t.75-1S 2 fOrUS 13.12
Other sizes low priced too.






4 tor S 87 20
4 for S 97 60
4 for S11000
4 for 5118 40
4 for 1 1 2 80
4 for 5121 20
4 For
A78-13 bias ply blackwall plus $1.73 F.E.T. per tire and old
tires. Other sizes and whitewalls at similar prices
'Power Streak' Polyester Cord Tires
Deep* °moved Slx•Rit eZ
F 
i I
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RAIN CHECK -ii we sell Out of your size we will issue ou a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price
GOOD- YEAR
Reedy Cartwright, Mgr.
sin, Your Independent Dealer For MIs Price, Prices As Shown Al Goodyear Service Stores In All Communities Served Sy This Newspaper
Just Say "Charge It!"
• Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Cus-
tomer Credit Plan• Master Charge • Bank-
Americard • Arnerjcan Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
No-Hassle Auto Service Values
Lube &Oil Change
8 ,,4,, 510'130 ovf:d'aeloril
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts and smooth,
quiet performance * Please phone for aPpointment
• Include* light !rucks
Ask for our Free Bemire Power Cheek
Front-End Alignment
9188
• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction-to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
• Precision equipment, used by
experienced mechanics, helps
ensure a precision alignment











Store Nears: 730 A.M. until COO P.M. Dully - Open Friday until 1:00 p.m.
Mgr. T. Youskie Mgr. E. Witt. Mgr. I. Davis
315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson 100 S. Statehne




- - • 7-....erst,-
career.
The Indians had taken
lead with three runs in t top
rebounded. When Robinson Carcithers.
moved into the on-deck circle, Angels 11, White Sox 2
just before Lee May lashed a Frank Tanana scattered six
run-scoring single, he elicited )1Is, leading California over
a strong reaction from the hicago for his third straight
Baltimore fans, . ,victory. Joe. Rude tied an
Cleveland Manager Fran ' Angels' club record by scoring
RobinsOn talked with relie%r four runs. Be also had three,
Dave LaRoche and decided to singles and a three-run homer;-
let the left-hander pitch t5ithe his third.of the. season:
right-handed . hitting „Robin- Rangers 3, Mariners 1
son. Toby Harrah's thrke-run
BuLthe ball went upend out homer with two out in the
instead of into the /round, as - ninth led Texas over Seattle.
the Cleveland manager had Harrah, who had grounded
hoped. - . - into double ;plays twice
_ In other American League earlier, ripped the first pitch
games, the Thronto Blue .ais from Seattle starter Gary
beat the NO; York Yankees 8-
3, the Milwaukee Brewers
edged t Dakland A's 5-4, the
Bost ed Sox clobbered the
De it Tigers 11-3, the
Kansas City Royals belted the
NICE TO WIN Henry Greer of Murray HIFI hits the string to take first place in the 100-yard
dash. Greer, who recorded a 10.3 in the win, seems to be quite pleased with his effort. Behind
Greer is Glen Olive of * takers. Olive pieced third in the event.
Broblis Robinson Rips
Homer For Oriole Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT •
AP Sports Writer
Brooks Robinson gave it his
best shot - then gave it his
best trot. '
Baltimore's Invisible Man
made one of his infrequent
appearances count Tuesday
night With a three-run homer'
in the 10th inning, giving the
Orioles a dramatic 6-5 victory
over the Cleveland Indians.
"This was my biggest thrill
in a long tinie," said the 39-
year-old Robinson. "It's ,a
day-to-day thing for me. I was
lucky to get a contract this
year." '
The hit was the 2,842nd and
home run No. 268 for Robinson
in a shining career that ex-
tends back to 1959. But it was
only his third appearance this
season, since he has been
reduced to part-time status in . Minnesota Twins 11-3, the
the twilight of his outstanding/talifornia Angels rOuted the
Chicago White Sox 11-2, and
the Texas Rangers beat the
Seattle Mariners 3:4.
of the 10th before the Orioles -Bbte-Jays-k-ifaskiees 3 •
Toronto rookie Jerry Garvin
tamed punchless New York on
. eight hits tor- his third
consecutive victory as the





Kevin D'Angelo was rolling
/at the Rolling Hills Country
Club in Paducah Tuesday.
D'Angelo, who has been
playing superbly thus far this
season for Calloway County,
fired an even-par 35 on the
tough course but it wasn't
enough as his team fell 151-171
to a rugged Lone Oak team.
The entire_ match was
played in a steady rain.
D'Angelo, of course, claimed
medalist honors. Other scores
for the Lakers were Tommy
Fike 44, Keith Edwards 45 and
Bobby Fike 47.
On Monday, the Lakers lost
168-171 at Fulton County.
Again, D'Angelo claimed
medalist honors with an even-
par 36. Other Laker scores
included Bobby Fike 42,
Tommy Fike 46, Rex Jackson
47, Mike Howard 48 and Keith
Edwards 51.
The Lakers are 0-4 on the
season and will host Murray





Tryouts for the Pony League
will be held this weekend at
the league field.
Tryouts will be on Saturday
from 9 a.m. until noon and on
Sunday from 1 p.m. until 3
p.m.
All 13 and 14-year-old boys
and girls are invited to attend
the tryouts.
Prospective players should
come with a glove and a birth
certificate. •
champions for the second day
in a row. Toronto collected 11
hits, including three doubles,
off three New York pitchers,
and ex-Yankee Otto Velez
drove in two runs for the
second consecutive game with,
a single and double.
A jeering crowd of 9,954 at
Yankee Stadium voiced its
displeasure with cascades of
boos as the Yankees dropped
their fifth stright game and
eighth in their last nine.
Brewers 5, A's 4
Jamie Quirk doubled and
pinch hitter Dan Thomas
tripled as Milwaukee rallied
for two runs in the ninth inning
and beat Oakland. The A's
took a 4-3 lead in the eighth
when Earl Williams and pinch
hitter Rick McKinney hit two-
run homers.
It was the fifth straight
victory for Milwaukee, the
American League East
leader, while the A's absorbed
their third consecutive loss.
Red Sox 11, Tigers 3
Rick Burleson stroked three
hits, including a two-run
homer and a triple, Pacing
Boston's /7-hit attack against
Detroit.
Burleson's homer, his first
of the season, highlighted a
"six-run second inning. Rick
Miller got a double and two
singles and drove in three
runs. Jim Rice also had three
hits and Carlton Fisk and
Dwight Evans two each.
Royals 11, Twins 3
Light-hitting Frank White
drove in three runs with a
homer and a double in the
. same inning as Kansas City
batted around in the fifth and
trounced Minnesota. White's
lead-off homer snapped a 3-3
tie and ignited a seven-run
burst off Twins starter Pete




YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS
Hr. 10, br f. CO'
Wheelock into the left field
seats, scoring Mike Hargrove
and Ken Henderso-n. --
Until Harrah's blast,
Wheelock had scattered six
hits through the first eight
innings and struck out six in
his bid to become the first
Mariner pitcher to hurl a
complete game.
Laker Girls, Tiger Boys
Win In Triangular Meet
Felicia Pinner, Henry Greer
and Richie Richardson stole
the show Tuesday atternobn at
Murray High as the host
Tigers along with Calloway
' County and Marshall County
got together for, a triangular
track meet.
Pinner, a junior sprinter for
the Lana and the defendliir
state champion in the 440-yard
dash, came through with her
usual sterling performance,
taking first place in four
events: the 100-yard dash, the
220-yard dash, the 440-yard
dash and the long jump.
Greer. a Murray High
sprinter wholpoved here from
St. Louis, took a pair of im-
pressive wins in the sprints,
taking the 100-yard dash in
10.3 and the 220-yard dash in_
--
Richardson, .a Murray High
senior, set a new school record
in the high jump as he cleared
6-4. He tried for 6-5 three times
but missed.
Port of the meet was run in
a drizzle, leaving the track a
bit slippery.
The Calloway girls, '-as
expected, won the triangular
but not before getting some
tough competition' from an
improved Murray High team.
Calloway amassed 67 points
while the host Tigers had 49
and Marshall County 'scored
36.
In the boys' meet,.- Murray
High easily won as the Tigers
racked up 90 points while
Calloway and Marshall had 45
and 34 respectively. -
Besides P.inner,....the only
other girl to win more than One
event was Stacy Overbey of
'the Tigers. She took first place
in both of the hurdling events.
There were several double
winners in the ,tioys' com-
petition.
Michael Skinner of Murray
won both the .IOng .jump" and
triple jump, Tim Lane won
both the shot put and discus
and Tommy Futrell of the
Lakers captured wins in the
880 and the mile. .
The Laker boys' and girls'
track teams will be running
Thursday at Mayfield.
The Murray High boys will
be participating in the
_nrestigous WKC Meet which




PHILADELPHIA ( AP -
The . Philadelphia Flyers
thought they could do without
Reggie Leach and Wayne
Stephenson during the regular
season.
But both players proved
otherw,ise in the fifth game of
the .Natiooal Hpckey 'League
quarter-final playoff series
against the Toronto Maple
Leafs.
Leach was benched at
various stages of the regular
season when Flyers Coach'
Fred Shero lost confidence in
the strong-shooting - winger.
And Stephenson, a goalie, was
allowed to go home in a fit of
pique over a salary hassle.
Leach worked his way back
into the lineup and wound up
with 32 goals and 14 assists,
far off his previous season's
production of 61-30.
Stephenson finally decided
that playing hockey was
better than auditing books,
and returned to win 12 games
as the Flyers won their
division title.
Tuesday night. Leach
scored both goals in a 2-0
victory, while Stephenson
stopped 21 Maple Leafs' shots
for his second career playoff
shutout. The victory gave the
Flyers a 3-2 lead in thetiest-of-
seven game series, Which
returns to Toronto for Game
Six Thursday night. tinually frustrated them with
Ironically, Leach, one of the---,5wcrobatic saves. Then, themost powerful goal scorers in Boston attack faltered v.1
the league, burned Toronto
goalie Mike Palmateer with
two tantalizing short shots
that almost crawled into the
net.
Otherwise, Palmateer, a
rookie, was even ore sen-
sational than Stephenson. The
Leafs' goalie stopped 37 other
Flyers' shots. Several times
he was almost knocked into




BOSTON (AP) - Reggie
Vachon of the Los Angeles
Kings W3S loose and recalling
one of his games with the
mighty Montreal C-anadiens
about- 10 years ago. The
combination spelled victory
for the Kings and defeat for
the Boston Bruins.
Vachon turned in a spec-
tacular '39-save effort as the
Kings remained alive in the
National Hockey League's
quarter-final playoffs
Tuesday night with a 3-1
victory over the Bruins.
The Kings, who lost to the
Bruins in their first three
games, now have won two in a
row and get a chance to tie the
best-of-seven series Thursday
night at Los Angeles. A
seventh game, if necessary.
would be at Boston Sunday
night.
Stung by a power play goal
by Dave Schultz in the first
period, the Bruins tied the
score 1-1 in the second period
during. a 19-shot barrage at
Vachon. Rick Middleton ot
the goal when Gregg Shep-
pard's rebound wept in off his
skate. •
Then, with the third peri,,d
just one minute old, the K :-
got a big break. Bob Mizdth
on' two-on-one break, had
shot kicked out by Bost.-
goalie Gerry Cheevers
However, Boston defenseman
Brad Park accidentally put
the puck into an open net.
giving the Kings a 2-1 lead.
_
The Bruins went all out to
pull even, but Vachon ci,n-
referee Dave Newell calle(]
hooking penalty on Sheppard
at 14:38. Thel Kings clinched
the triumph on Mike MurW's
goal into an empty net with
one second remaining.
The Bruins were incensed at
Newell. Coach Don Cherry.
fined WO in December for
sharply criticizing referee
Bruce Hood, protested the
penalty against Sheppir+
After the game, General
Manager Harry Sincten had tu
be restrained from going after
Newell.
"We played a good game
and they played a good game.
but the officiating teas
pathetic," Cherry said.
wilt begin at- lli a.m. Saturday
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
' Next Tuesday, the Tiger
boys' and girls' teams will
host Fulton City and Reidland
in a triangular. .
Here are- the -complett
results of Tuesday's meet: -
high Jump - 1. Todd (cC) 44. 2.
Carmelo iCCi 44. 8. Ellis ( MC) 44. 4.
no place given.
shot put - I. McGregor MC) 3344. 2.
Frankhouser (CC) 31-4.3. Dungan ( MCI
36-104. 4 J Outland MH 3646.
discus - I. McKenzie (CC) 164. 1.
meGregor !MC( 1144. 3. Dunigan (MC)
76-11 4. Wagoner (CC) 754.
long jump - 1. Pinner cc i 15-9. 2.
Washer tdH 1411. 3. HeildOnen (Mc)
13-10.4. Snyder (CC) 13-4.
60-yard hurdles - 1. Overbey ( MN)
9.1. 2. Ross CC 9.2. 3. Stalls ( MC) 9.3. 4.
Gore (*MR) 9.8.
440-relay - 1. Murray 55.2. i Parhsm,
B. Campbell, Foster and Mama). 2.
Marshall County 367.3, no place given.
10 and dash - 1. Pinner ( CC) 11.1. 2.
-Mama +M/b • 119,-3. • Helltbnen aMet-
12.13. 4 Parham (MB) 12.1.
nule-nn - 1. Overbey (CC) 6:23.4- 2-
Mantgemery ( MTh 6.2.5. S. Morgan
( MC) 6.39.4. Morris (CC) IL 47.8, -
WO-relay - 1. Marshall Comity 156.4.
2. Calloway 2:00.2. 3. no place giyen.
440-yard dash - 1. Pinner ( CC) 61.3. 2.
B. Campbell MN) 30.5.3. Arnett ( MC)
71.2.4. Russell ( MI1)75.0.
110-yard birdies - I. Overbey I M11)
16.8. 2 Ross ICC) 17.2. 3. Staib ( MC)
17.9. 4 Miller (CC, 11.6.
886medley relay - 1. Murray High
2:02.4, IT.- Campbell, •Adams ; Parham
and B. Campbell ). 2. Calloway 2 07.3. 3.
no place given.
MO-yard run - L Bilbngton PAH
2,44 3. 2. careworn (CC) Maier
(CC) 2:50.9. 4. Weaver (NH) 2:53.9. .•
220-yard dash -1. Pinner (CC) 36.1. 2.
Adams ( MH1 26.1.3. Scott MC) 84.4
Pertain IMH ) 30.3.
mile-relay - 1. Calloway 4:40.5.
Carraway, Miller, Rosslind Mahan). 2.
Murray High 5:0136. 3. no place given.
BOYS' 12511233
triple jump -1. Skinner I MR( 404.2
Adams ICC) 37.11.3. McHugh Mill 374.
4. Futrell ( CC(37-7.
• higtijump-i Ricbardaon IMH1 6-4.
2. Gilliam r MM) 54. 3. McGregor (MC)
54 tied with Pace I MC 54.
pole Vault -1 McHugh MR 10-0 2
lit.a4cci,Zig,lt:014-11h.94• 3. Scruggs ( CC) 84.
shot put - 1 [Ana MB(' 44-2 2.
Stephenson MN) 40-1. 3. Chadwsck I CC
3114'1 4 Hooks (MI1 374. .
long jump-- I. Siunner ( MN( 20-7.
Adams (CC: 19-10.3 3 . Pace ( MCI 194
4 T Pace 13-7.
discus - I Lent ( MTh 109-64. 2.
Stephenson I MH 1064. 3. Clark (cc)
1-'3v 4. Scott teCt-2144.
120-higb hurdles - I. Perry MC) 15.3.
-Wdlrame-rMC) 17.4 3. Cunningham
CC,: 137 4. disqualification.
100-yard dash -1. Greer (Milt 10.3.2.
Orr Mlii 10.5. 3. Olive CC( 10.6. 4 Wolf
(MC) 11.2.
mile-run - I. Futrell (cc) 5:05.4. 2.
McCallon ICC 5:06.2. 1. King MCIi 5.17
180-relay -- 1. Murray 1.38.2 I Har-
court, Thompson, Orr and Green. 2.
Calloway- 1 . 41.2. 3. no place given.
440-yard dash - 1. Bumphis 14 H)
55.1. 2. Garland (CC) 57.5. 3. Harcourt*
NM) 57.9. 4. Piercebeld ( MC) 59.0.
180-low hurdled - I. wimaras ( MC)
21.9. 2. Claude Johnson MIU 21.9. 3.
Clarence Johnson ( MN ) 22..0. 4. Adams
(CC) 73.0.
__890-yard run -I. Figrell ICC) 2: II. 2
sensor (mu) 1:12.3. 3. Rogers- !WHY
VAyard-1 Greer
Orr (MB) 5.7. 3. Perry MC r 23.8. 4
Olive (CC) 5.1.
two-mile run - 1. McCallon • cc(
II:07. 2. Hendy (MC) 11:37. 3. Tabun
( 2C) 12:16. 4: Hornsby MH(1216 5
rnile-relay - 1. Murray 3:51. dum:' -
phis, Reed, McHugh and Greer). 2 Mar-




spring training record. It is,
the regular season that
counts.
The Atlanta right-hander
ran his record to 1,0 Tuesday
night with a five-hit, 10-
strikeout, 4-1 victory over the
San Diego Padres.
During spring training,
Ruthven was cuffed around
for a 9.43 earned run average.
But on the baseball calendar it
is no longer spring. •
"Somebody rang a bell,"
Ruthven said of-die -regular
season. "As soon as the season
started, I knew I would be
ready. I might have given
somebody ulcers in the spring,
but not me."
Even Padres loser Dave
Freisleben was impressed.
. "He'll lull you to sleep with
the change and the curve ball,
then throw heat right by you,"
Freisleben -Said. He can
throw hard."
•
Rowland Office and Gary
Matthews provided the
Atlanta power with home
runs, but it was Ruthven's
artistry on the mound that
sparkled.
"At no point did I not feel
like I had control until the
eighth," when he gave up a
walk,. Ruthven said. Then
Jerry Turner's bouncer
through the middle was
knocked down by shortstop
Pat Rockett, who made a
force play at second while flat
on his stomach.
"Pat's play was the turning
point of the game," Ruthven
said. "I -had lost my con-
centration temporarily and
that woke me right up."
Expos 1, Pirates 0
-' A - -five-hitter by Don
Stanhouse and Warren
Cromartie's three-run, triple
carried . Montreal to its
triumph over Pittsburgh.
Cromartie's triple highlighted
a five-run sixth inning for the
Expos.
Ellis Valentine homered In
the eighth for Montreal. ,
Phillles 7, Cub.! •
A two-run triple by Ted
Sit-Mete sparked a five-run
third titling mid tarry Bowa's
first home run in two seasons
in the fourth led Philadelphia
to p rain-delayed victory over
th0 Cubs. The PhillieS stored
all five of their runs with two
out in the third.
zJerry Morales drove in four-
Cubs' runs with twd dcrubles
and a single. The game was
held tip for 30 minutes by rain
in the top of the ninth.
Giants 7, Auras 4
A two-run single by Willie
McCovey in the sixth inning
broke a 4-4 tie and lifted San
Francisco past Houston. The
hit came off Floyd Bannister,
the first selection in the 1976
free agent draft who was
making his first major league"
appearance.
Enos Cabell tied a _Houston_
club record with three stolen
bases in the game, the second
time he has accomplished the
feat this season. _
Meta 5, Cardinals
John Milner scored the tie-
breaking run in the sixth in-
ning and singled home an
Insurance tally in the seventh,
leading New York past St.
Louis. Winner Jerry Koosman
and Skip Lockwood combined
'to limit the Cardinals to. six'
hits.
Hector Cruz accounted for
both St. Louis runs with a.


















Bald Eagles to care for, she
took to the air to find them a
foster nest.
In an airplane, she searched
A -
Seminole, Volusia and
Brevard Counties for adult
'eagles with only one or two
young birds in the 'nest and
found two prospective foster
h,gmes.
The second-one was chosen
because it offered roomier
accomodation — there was
just one prospective eaglet
sibling at home.
The two orphans
abandoned, by their parents
last week when a Windstorm
sent their nest plummeting 60
feet to the ground — are being
readied for the move,
;probably on Friday.
"'Mr. Hancock" and "Miss
Thorny" have been Cared for
-in a nest made of pine'bran-
..ches, from the- destroyed nest,
Mounted atop a five-foot pole
behind Mrs. Mager's hOme
here.
We will have to watch the
nesr ira-y to see -if the
parents reject the eaglets,"
Mrs. Mager said. "II the
adults become aggressive, we
will have to remove the young
birds from the nest or they will
be killed."
The Audubon Society, which
pays Mrs. Mager to care for
stray birds of prey, wanted to
return the birds to the wild.
,Mrs. Mager said it was
critical. that they .be placectin
a foster nest before they could
— fly — which would be in about
a week._
'If they become too flighty
before we place them in a
foster' nest, there is a good
, chance they will fall out and
be unable to return," she said.
The eaglets must remain in
the nest with adult birds for




Sabscreers who have net
ret•iViod *OW beeee-dellvered
copy of The Murray Ledger .
Taus by 3:30 p. a. *may-
Friday or by 3:30 p. a. ea Saw-
days ere hayed to cal 731-916
between 3:30 p. m,-..d Op. a.,
lawful-friday, or 330 p. a.
and 41. a. Saturdays, to wore
Ierrvery of the newspaper. Cabs
most be placed by 6 p. weal.
days or 4 p. Seterdrys to
prareatee delaerf.
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Court To Rule On
Ownership Of Tapes -
WASHINGTON • (AP, -
Richard M. Nixon's lawyers
, are preparing to tell the
Supreme Court that the for-
mer president should Control
White House tapes and
rn s of pages, -of
--documents that record the
actions of his administration.
-After hearing arguments
today from lawyers for Nixon




court- will , decide sometime
before its current term en43.111
June who owns the nearly 900
reels of tape and 42 Million
pages of documents.
A three-judge federal court
in Washington ruled against
Nixon, deciding that the
Presidential Materials and
Recordings Preservation Act
passed by Congress in 1974
gave the government's
Tleneral Services Adminis-
tration control of the records.
The act opens for public
access all the presidential
material, subject to GSA
regulations. Those regulations
have not yet been set.
Former President Gerald R.
Ford signed the preservation
act into law on December 19,
APOPKA, 1974, and Nixon filed suit the
next day seeking to have it
declared unconstitutional.
Nixon argued that his right
to privacy ant the powers of
the presidency were en-
dangered hy such-legislation.
In their appeal, Nixon's
lawyers said the Supreme
Court's eventual ruling will
**have a major impact upon
further legislation governing
the papers 'of other con-
stitutional officeholders."
The lower court found it
•'doubtful" that a former
president is entitled to- claim
executive privilege in- an
attempt to protect.confidential
dealings with past advisers.
It said that, in any event, the
act would infringe only
slightly on Nixon's con-
fidentiality because gover-
nment archivists will screen
the materials before Making
portions of it public.
How the -court decides
Nixon's appeal could have
broad-epplication.
Nixon has another appeal
pending before the high court,
challenging a decision of the
U.S. Circuit Court-of Appeals
in Washington that X White
House tapes played during the
Watergate coverup trial can
be released to the public. ..
If the court rules in today's
case that Nixon' doesn't own
the tapes, the justices also
may find that the ex-president
has no legal standing to try to




LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP —
The Jefferson County Board of
Education has been advised
the district can expect a
deficit of more than $13
million this year.
The chief' financial officer;
Vito Brucchieri, said lime
deficit projection was ten-
tative because revenue in-
formation is incomplete. He
said final state revenue figure
reports • won't be available
until July 1.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky. Lake, 7 a. m.
357.3, up 0.1.
Below dam 312.0, down 4.0.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.1,
down 0.1.
Below dam 316.7, down 6.8.
 mmisior
Overweight?
Quiet Diet Revolution Has
Reached Calloway County...
But is creating is,loud noise in communities in Western
Kentucky recently introduced to NeturSlim. Bob Dunn of
Holland Drugs lost 9 lbs in only one month, Pharmacist
John Casey of Memphis lost 21 lbs. In just 2 weeks Phar-
macist Rex Mitchell of Memphis lost 12 lbs., and Marilyn
Ratliff lost 29 lbs.! They are living proof that NirturSlim
realty works, if you are sincere about losing weight.
Since September, literally thousands of Kentuckians
have been introduced to NeturS6m. According to Wardlaw
Steele, representative for NeturSlim in West Kentucky
and Tennessee, the program has had such a tremendous
response for several reasons: •10001, natural-no drugs,
shots or artificial ingredients of any kind.
•No exercises
*No meetings
•No hunger pangs or starvation diets
the NaturSgm powder blended with milk or juice, provides
two nutritious, satisfying meals a day. The third meal of
the day is almost unrestricted and can consist of many of
the so-celled "Forbidden foods." Economical - only 38'
per meal
saturiall
 DjIHolla Kr; g
; Nelson Resell Drugs Stone's Drugs
Benton, Ky. Mayfield,. Ky.
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Good WI AI Slorey*s
COUPON













Scot Kitchen 7 oz,
Mac & Cheese 4/99'
Scot Lad 
Grape Jelly 21b 79'
Snack





















Tomato Juice 46 01 59'
Idahoan





Limit I Per Family _
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Handi-Wrap
100 Ft Roll 39 .
Expires 4 26 77
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Limit 1 Per Family
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32 oz Sot 894.
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Armour Veribest Boneless Boston
Butt Roast
Armour Veribest
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je;11-0 3 oz 22'
Heinz 
Food 4 oz Strained 15'
Scot Lad
Tomato Juice 46 oz 54'
Kratt
MIRACLE WHIP
Limit 1 Per Customer With 7.50 Add.
Pur. Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products













































KINSHASA, Zaire ( AP ) —L Zaire's government claimed
Pygmy .warriors fighting for it moved deep into rebel-held
territory and surrounded the rail toom, of Mutshatsha.
Diplomatic sources said other goverrunent4forces advanced
12 miles against seattered resistance. A government
spokesman said "elite Pygmy bowmen" encircled Mut-
. shatsha, 60 miles west of the copper-mining center 'of
olwezi. These sources said there were casualties on both
-des' in lighting with small arms and mortars, and the
retreating rebels were reported planting land mines on the
Toads:
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (API — Leftists have
threatened to kill 'Foreign Minister Mauricio Borgonovo
unless the government releases 36 political prisoners and
flies them out of the country. Police and government officials
would not comment on the demand and refused to confirm or
deny that Borgonovo had been kidnaped. Diplomatic sources
said he disappeared Tuesday, and two statements signed by
the Farabundo Marti Popular Liberation Front said that
underground group was holding him captive.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON 1AP) — President Calder, preparing to
spell ouj. details. of a tough new energy pplic,XLislellin7-.
Congress that he will shoulder the political blame for asking
Americans to sacrifice and -pay much more for fuel. Carter
appears before 'pint session of Congress tonight, his second
nationally teledged speech on energy in three days. The 9
p.m.- address will be carried by all three commercial
tetvision networks.
WASHINGTON (API — For the 38th and 39th Presidents of
-the United States; the appears to be-over. Jimmy - -
Carter is miffed at criticisms trom his predecessor, Gerald
R. Ford. When he left office three months ago, Ford said he
intended to refrain from criticizing his successor for some
time because ."I'm going to be busy, he'll-be busy and I wish
him the very, very best as he takes on some tough respon-
sibilities." But in recent weeks Ford has spoken out in public
about Carter's economic policies and his handling of
disarmament talks. On Tuesday, the present occupants of the "
White House bristled. Both President Carter and Vice
President Walter F. Mondale, in remarks to congressional
leaders at a breakfast meeting, took Ford to task.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The $50 tax rebates are gone from
the Senate's version of President Carter's streamlined
economic stimulus plan, but the bill still would provide a tai
break for 45 million taxpayers who take the standard
deduction. The Senate on Tuesday complied with Carter's
decision to scrap the $10 billion tax rebate plan. It is arguing
over his request to abandon proposed tax breaks for business
worth $3.3 billion over hod years.
WASHINGTON- ( AP) Army officials, concerned about -
the apparent lacqf interest in President Carter's program
to upgrade less-than-honordble military discharges from the
Vietnam era, are launching an advertising campaign to spur
the response. Only about 15,000 veterans out of a potential - --
432,500 have made inquiries in the first 14 days of the
program, and the number of calls has been dropping.
McClure Says State
Trying To Be Fair
With Service Pacts
FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
The state is doing the best it
can in a fair way to keep track
of personal service contracts,
Finance Secretary Russell
McClure says.
His remarks Tuesday were
a response to criticism by
state Auditor George Atkins
on how the accounting
procedures are handled.
. One of Atkins' contentions
was that the state isn't giving
a accurate report of the
monetary value of the con-
tracts.
He said the process is
inadequate and inaccurate.
As a result, Atkins said
nobody really knows how
many of such awards are in
force at the moment.
McClure reponded to those
remarks at a meeting of the
governor's Personal Service
Contract Review Commission—
He said the administration. -
still is on schedule in its effort
to update all contract in-
formation by this summer.
McClure also said his
agency is carrying an $81
million figure for all contracts
still in 'force, "because to do
anything else V7001d have been
a gross error."
Atkins had said the actual
amount really is half that
figure becausebther contracts
have been closed out. '
"Until an agency decides it
is a dead project, we must
carry it on our books."
McClure said.
He said it is difficult to
determine the exact amount of
a contract because factors
such as the work required and
the number of hours actually
worked must be considered.
"We've never had an op-
portunity to answer some of
his I Atkins' i questiOns," the
finance secretary said. "I'd
really like to have that (op-
portunity I sometime."
The auditor is conducting a
review of the entire system
under which contracts are
awarded without bidding for
professional services. The
first phase is due for release in
a couple of weeks.
The review corrmiission
approved contracts pranging
from $920 for a scale(model of
a strip mine operation to
-$210,000 for eight contracts to
replace bridges.
The bridge awards went to
Frankland SE I.ienhard to
provide. design - engineering
and related se -ices for spans
in Lawrence: Hell. Letcher:'
Leslie and Harlan counties.
The bridges will be replaced
by the. state Department of
Transportation under a
federal program to replace
-...:::hazarAirs spans.
Among the larger contracts
approved was -$80,000 to
Software innovations Corp.
for . devising computer
program systems for smaller
state agencies which do not
have fulltime programmers.
Atty..Gen. ilobert-Eitephetts;----
one of thr five conunission
meiribers.. disqualified









Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
. Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
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Our Circulation-In 1976 Was 7,255
Our Circulation Is Now
And Growing More Everyday
-
Your advertising message in this newspaper will go into praetically every home in Calloway County.


















"NOVV HE REACHEP THE GUARDED
ENTRANCE-THAT PLACE 774AT WA5
A DEATH TRAP.„  
Consweent' Shop Sears
PILOVIrlittliettriArtftisinms,stpdpielarinlikrierirrr
Murray Calloway Co. Park
SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!
Posses may be purchased
now prior to pool opening
Family Pass - $4500
Single Pass -
May Be Obtained At
Pork Office-
10th & Payne St.
Sears
SAVE $30







Stereo systeth plays and records 8-track tapes.
AM/FM stereo radio for broadcast music and
a record changer tor your favorite albums.
It .two 16-in.-high Speaker inclosures.
$197.95
8-track play/record system plus AM/FM/FM
stereo receiver, fun-size record changer.
Speaker enclosures are 1631-in. high. With
microplwnes, dust cover.
Price expires May 13, 1977
• Prices are catalog prices • Shipping extra




















































 -4K-Siter•-.Jraleeettl;•••:WTSIP.-94WOSIOSIDIMWeille•Seir. ^:4L- -4•S•1•••••vilber:se•
—
The AOPI's and PiKA's assisted the Murray Special Olympics Basketball team by
selling ads for the Ledger & Times in support of the team. From left, Jamie Garardo,
Don Porten, E W. Dennison.
Flood Relief Programs To Be
Continued For About 6 Weeks
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Federal and state flood relief
'programs wM continue fOr
about six weeks after - the
closing of one-stop disaster




The closing of the last
center, at Belfry, after-today's
operations, marks a change in
emphasis from- personal to
public assistance, says Susan
Bullard, spokesman for the
FDAA field office at London, these facilities, she said.
Ky. Emphasis on public
learns of federal, state and
local engineers are surveying
fleod damage te public
facilities—such as buildings,
parks, roads, bridges and
water and sewer systems—in
the 15 counties where the
floods did heavy damage two
weeks ago, Miss Bullard said
Tuesday.
Local governments will 'be
reimbursed by the federal
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NO ONE SEEMS TO




















assistance doesn't mean an
end to aid to individual flood
victims, she emphasized.
Agencies represented at the
one-stop centers will continue
their relief programs and
victims-can still apply.
The Belfry center was
, opened again today because
many residents of isolated
eastern Pike County were
unable to get to a center
earlier, she said.
  Federal and state relief
have been slow in coming to
Belfry, South Williamson and
other communities along the
Tug Fork of the Big Sandy
__River. The area is cut off by
miles of rugged mountains,
and communications have
been poor.
Elsewhere. the last of the
centers set up throughout the
flood area on eastern Sun-




The FDAA office at London
is preparing 50,000 flyers
telling where agencies will set
up offices in the flooded
counties, and flood victims
will have about six more
weeks to apply for- relief, she
Said. .
Tom Little, spokesman for
the state Division of Disaster
and Emergency Services, said
flood relief calls to that
agency have tapered off in
recent days' to "a few very
Miner requests to supply some
water, some medication, some
vaccines, and such"—mostly
in the Tug Valley region.
There, National Guardsmen
and state employes are still
working to provide emergency
needs' as well as to begin the
massive cleanup of mud and
debris from the homes and
streets .,of Tug Fork com-
munitiet.
Miss Bullard said more than
10,000 Kentuckians have
applied for assistance at the
FDAA centers in - the past 10
days.
She said more than 5,700
applied to the Small Business
Administration for loans to
repair or rebuild businesses or
personal property, more than
3,400 to the Internal Revenue
Service for tai assistance and
more than 3,300 to the
Department of Housing and
_Urban Development for
temporary housing. - -
More than 5,000 people
applied for individual and
family grants available to
those not eligible for other
programs.
Also, Miss Bullard said, the
state Bureau for Social
Insurance -has- approved
nearly $1.4 million in food









LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The U.S. Small Business.
Administration says it has
opened six loan offices in
Eastern Kentucky to help
flood victims apply for
disaster loans.




SBA loans are intended to
help victims of natural
disasters restore or repair
damaged or lost property at
low interest, long-term rates.
President Carter declared
25 counties as disaster areas






Quiet, manually reversible, 5 blades /S223 16.88
Stand for above fan has rollers. /RFX 788
Select LATEX qv)
Redwood Stain AL GAL
Seals and colors in just one
















CHOOSE FROM 26 JAMESTOWN COLORS
And White
Protects and wears like oil-base;
yet it's latex-flows on smooth-
ly, dries dust-and bug-free in 30
'inmutes; soapy water cleanup.
One coat usually covers. Custom










-. ------;,— ...-76 di 33
Your t-11"- gal. size
Plastic TRASH BAGS
Ideal for spring clean-
ing indoors and out—
lawn clean-ups, cloth-
ing storage, .etc.
Choose 60 bags in 26
gal. size, or 40 bags in






Red and blue nylon rein-





Vinyl jacket; brad coup
lings; 1/2" 1.0. S225-6Y
SKATEBOARD
Flexing 27-incherl Lexan
k ocktail board; double-ac-
tion trucks. Colors. 60M K
Trims quickly, easily along
walks, driveway, fences.
Specially treated fishing
line cuts 8- path. 307
HOLTS MUFFLER
BANDAGE KIT
top noisy mufflers. & say
oney. 46" muffler bari-d.




16 Solo tines Power re
' verse recoil aansi
width and depth stick adiust
Throttle-stop 'drive and re-
verse controls on ha,ndle





tets under the car and out
again ef f artlessly on
smooth rol I rug castersX 200
1999
Formed steel -no assern
blys Built-in wheel well and
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Kentucky Well Prepared For Energy Conservation Program, Harrison Says
FRANKkOBT, K). 1API — 1935.
•ky is well prepared to The state already is trying
art in President Car--_ to -increase production, he
s energy program, .ac- said.
' cording to 'state Energy, "We're doing a lot of
_ Commissioner Dapon training (in min' from the
. Harrison. vocational sch ill the
The goal with the greatest.. universities, in this state," he
impact on Kentucky, Harrison said.
said Tuesday, is the two-thirds -Oar Department of
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TURKEY HOOTER AND OWN CALL
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$3895 as show' $3395










Standard Fish Stringer for 20
years. Top quality; made of
silver bright galvanised,/ 12
steel jock chain. Tensile




Re .79e Special 49'
Ov LLLLL LENGTH 15O• woo
OROMIJO. OLD TIMES
moDOLEMAN para.. moo.Lan
SafKlsosans 1.ne boob gieeeel
44.11,410.014t pt. laselet MangOp-pi----
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• Designed for heavy fishing




handle of stainless steel with
ABS knob
• Filled with 25-lb test DuPont
Stren• -the linewatcher s line
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20 qt./20 lb. •
40 qt./40 lb. -50 qt./50 lb.
























3 5 oz Bar _
Sale2 for 664
Sun In
the sualightner for hair.






2 cu. ft. Bag






Fulda. Look Sizes 32-3S















/Sizes 5/6 to 15/16
Sea
Breeze
antiseptic,for the skina0 oz. Bot-
tle
$128Sale
Prices in the Uncle Jeff's Health gi
Beauty Aids Department are good through Sun.
  Ingraham Electric Alarm Clock
Monarch, easy to read,










gets the red out, soothes















looking at the road problems
and rail problems involved in
increased production-.- And our
energy research center is
studying better mining and
reclamati methods,"
Harrison
The commissioner also said
Kentucky gets enough sun to
make use of solar energy,
another step urged by Carter.
Harrison said solar., energy
can be used now "as a sup-
plement for water heating and
maybe space heating."
He predicted it will be used
more widely "in a few years,
as mass production brings
down the cost of the collectors
and as the costs of other fuels
go up."
Still, Carter has a fight on
his hand 4 to carry out the
proposals he set forth on
television Monday night,
Harrison said.
Carter's goals, he said,
• 'sound so much like the things
I've been saying for the past
four years that I've got to
agree.
-He's read it right. It's a
very difficult situation,"
Harrison said. But the real
blast comes Wednesday
!light."
That's when Carter is
scheduled to tell Congress how
he proposes to achieve the
goals he stated on television.
"Practically everything
he's going, to propose Wed-
nesday night is going to be
opposed by some interest
_
group," Harrison said. 'The
Amencan'peopfe would like to
correct a very difficult
situation without any incon-
venience to anybody, but I
don't think it will happen."
Carter, he said, "has quite
an educational job to do on the
American people, not just now
but over some period of time."
Changing the country's
energy consumption habits
will cause problems, Harrison
said.
Increasing coal production,
for example, will require tu1
increase in skilled manpower
and Improvements in rail,
water and a road tran-
sportation, he said. -The
increase and expansion of
production creates a demand
for greater financing."
Also, Harrison said, "we
should be very careful t)iat,
reclamation, not only in
Kentucky but in the west, Is
carried out properly."
0 ••
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Superior nail -care system, automatically
makes beautiful nails the professional way,




The magic formula irk a magic




















Sale 2 for 37
Foster Grant Sunglasses
the looks, the lens, you get it all with polarized Foster
Grant.
20°/0 Off Retail Price ‘t









Cushion Foam Arch Support
Oil Resistant Soles
Reg. 16.99










Seq. 59.99 & 49.99
This Weekend Only






































Check Each Week For The Featured Items
Add handsome Completer Pieces to your sets at








With $10.00 order or more
Blue
Bonnet


























1 lb. Pkg. 
09 Sliced 89' lb. • -
, lb. 79 •- By The Piece ••














Instant Ice Tea Mix




















Thru Wed., April 27
Register each time you
ere in the store forth.
$100 given away each week
This Week's Mrs. John H. Warson
Winner: 814 Olive
•Nothing to Buy No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

















• Pepperidge Farm 3 Layer
Watch Snacks :Coconut Cake $1"
4
$100 : Morton
taimmum Jelly Donut oz. Box 79 
Bunch 154



































"If You Matc ur •ua ou ant eat o ur • rice
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LOUISVILLE, Ky I AP)
Concentrations of p-esonous
chemicals are so heavy in a
• three-block-long section of
- sewer here that officials say
they are -considering Sealing
off the pipe with concrete.
"We've got some real hot
spots," said John Tierney,
spokesman for the
Metropolitan Sewer District
MSD ), which operates
Louisville's sewage system,
"and this will -cause
problems" as efforts are
made to decontaminate the
sewer line and the city's main
sewage treatment plant.
-It will be difficult to send
someone in," Tierney added.
The Morris Foreman Waste
Water: Treatment Plant has
been closed since March 29
when 25 MSD employes
becamt4kiek after breathing
fumes from the.. .Polsubitus_
chemicals.
Meanwhile, 100 million
gallons of untreated sewage
have been vuring into the
Ohio River ,daily, posing a
potential health hazard from
downstream communities in
Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois
that draw their water from the
river.
The U.S. Attorney's Office
here, the FBI and the the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) are trying to
discover the source of the
TOrriadoeillit'fre" 1"-Ireitt"cyclopeotadiene and oc-
taehlorocyclopentane: - The
chemicals are used,inIn Four Areas pesticides.-
Last weekend, FBI agents
By The Associated Press
Unstable spring weather
brought tornadoes to four
,pentral and southwest states,
severe -thunderstorms to the
southern plains angl snow to
Colorado.
Fourteen tornadoes touched
down Tuesday, 11 of them in
Texas and one each in Kansas,
Louisiana and New Mexico.
The thunderstorms were
accompanied by high winds,
funnel clouds and large hail.
The thunderstorms con-
tinued today from the east
slope, of the lower Rockies
across he central and southern
plains and into the east portion
of he upper plains.
Showers and occasional
-thunderstorms were scattered
from ,th& Mississippi Valley
across the Great Lakes; the
-Othand-Tenneasee-valleys—mat
through the lower half of the
Appalachians to the central
Atlantic coast
Locally heavy and wet snow
in the mountains of Colorado
brought a travelers advisory
Elsewhere fair or partly
d skies prevailed:
Temperatures around- the
nation at 2 a. m. EST-ranged
from Ti at Evanston, Wyo. to
76 at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Unseasonably. . warm
temperatures were predicted
across the lower Great Lakes
region and the --hcirthern
-Atlantic Coast states. Cool_ .
weather was forecast from the
northern and central in-
termountain region across the
Rockies, the northern and
west central plains and the
upper Mississippi Valley.
Elsewhere; mild to warm









This ad paid for
Joan Coolisei 1reas
and EPA officials, armed with
search warrants, ran
chemical tests at four sites in
Louisville and another in New
Albany, Ind., just. across the
Ohio,
Efforts to detoxify the
sewage systetn began Monday
when MSD:employes, wearing
protective uniforms, .began
pumping some of the more
. than 60 tons of contaminated
grit out of the plant..4
Cleaning the sewer lines
may be more difficult than
• cleaning the plant, Tierney
said.
Federal, 'state and local
-officials considered the
-problem Tuesday and will
discuss it again today, Tierney
said.
,. One  suggestion TriesdAty
was that the contaminated
eriaton the-bottimi of -the
sewers be dried, then covered
with a layer of concrete,
Tierney said. 'However, the
sewer line could not be used
during that procedure, __be
said. •
Officials estimate the cost of
ilecontaminating the plant at
i million  and  that of 
disposing of the chemicals at
up to $3 million. EPA has'
agreed to pay for the disposal,
while MSD will have to pay for
-the' Sewage system - decan-
lamination.
Officials say they think
about six tons of the toxic
-chemicals were duLned into
the system.
Tierney said MSD hopes to
resume primary treatment of
sewage in the first week of
May. Primary treatment
removes about 90 per cent of
the pollutants, he said.
E-Town Cable To
Up Price To $7.75
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
(AP) • — American Came
Television says it will be
e ICU glmg $1 more per month
for the service in
Elizabethtown.
Joe Simmons, eastern
regional manager, said that as
of May 1, a primary outlet will
cost $7.75 a month for one
connection. _ Additional con- •
nections will still cost $1.50,
Simmons said.





We Pay Through The
For Your TV
Towers & Antennas






Central Shopping Ctr. 753-5865






Full make, short• ,
sleeves, tiaitti;
assorted .prints,











Store all your tools
and garden supplies
in this 10 x 6' metal
storage. shed. 88°'
CANNON BANDED
DISH OR WASH CLOTHS
Clioose banded sets cff 8 0 0
knit, 3 rib stripe,- 2 terry
check _or stripe dish cloths;
or -6 solid or stripd• wash-, YOUR •




brand coffee . . with your
purchase of a Norelco DIAL-
A-BREW' automatic drip
filter coffee, maker.*
SEND IN CERTIFICATE from at-
tached pad on store display-to-
gether with sales slip and warranty
card as your pLoof orOurchase of a
Norelco Dial-A-Brew" Coffee Maker
-and receive a coupon redeem-
able.for one pound of Maxwell
, House" A.O.C.7", Brand Coffee
'Offer limited to first 25
customers who purchase
a Norelco coffee maker





















The all-time classic way to








Has striped crepe-type saadwich, sole with
Krisb-ed wooden. insert -teat 












Bel-Air Shopping Center •
Equal Opportunity` Employer 733-8777










Adds ..a rich, mellow flavor





Get ready for Spring with these cleaning aids.
'Choose from glass cleaner, lemon polish, mop
and shine or a,crytic floor finish.
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WASHINGTON AP; - The
Constitution does not stand in
the way of public school
teachers and administrators
-who feel there's no
educational value in sparing
the rod, the Supreme Court
says.
The Court decided by a slim
majority Tuesday that state
and local laws and practices
should determine whether
corporal punishment is used in
schools.
Constitutional safeguards disciplining classes.
against cruel and unusua' In another important school
imaisilmeat -apply -only- 4.--ease; the--itistices
convicted criminals and not to segregation of students
students .7- even when the
punishment becomes ex-
cessive, the court decided in a
5-4 vote.
Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr.,
writing for the majority, said
corporal punishiffent in
education is "rooted in history
'and reaffirmed in the laws of
many states."
Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger and Justices William
H. Rehnquist, Potter Stewart
and Harry A. Blackmun
agreed.
Led by Justice Byron R.
White, dissenters called
Powell's reasoning "ex-
treme," and said the Con-
stitution should offer as much
protection to students as it
gives criminals.
The court's decision af-
firmed a ruling of the 5th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in the
case of two Miami schoolboys
who received severe beatings
from school officials in 1970. -
Attorneys_1or the boyar__
joined by some national
education groups, had hoped
the court would use the case to
lay down strict guidelines for
teachers to follow when
choosing to use corporal
punishment as a disciplinary
tool.
Instead the _court _ said
spankings and other
disciplinary measures taken
against wayward students do
not concern the Constitution
but may be a matter for state
civil and criminal courts.
The National Education
Association and the Parent
Teachers Association both
voiced. concern, over the
decision, but many school
administrators have argued
for teacher discretion in
cording to sex is con-
stitutionally permissible.
An ..evenly divided court
upheld a lower court's ruling
that Philadelphia does not
discriminate against girls or
boys by maintaining separate
but equal schools for gifted
students.
Rehnquist, who missed oral
arguments in the case of
Philadelphian Susan . Lynn
Vorchheimer due to a back
injury, did not participate in
the decision. The remaining
justices split 4-4.
Miss Vorchheimer, a highly
honored junior high student,
wanted to ,attend all-boys
Central High School in 1974 but
was told she would have to




fered better facilities and a
more prominent reputation,
and sued the city school
systeliv--for----alleged *sex-
discrimination:
The 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, and in effect the
Supreme Court, now have
ruled that no sex discrination




To Attend Expo '77
Boy Scouts from all over
Western Kentucky and
Massac County in Illinois are
selling tickets and making
preparations for the annual
spring event "Expo '77,"
which will be held May 14 at
Noble Park in Paducah.
This is the major scouting
event of the year bringing
together all of the scouting
units, including Cub Scouts,
Soy Scouts and Explorers, for
one major scouting show.
Each Cub Pack, Scout Troop
and Explorer Post has the
opportunity to set up its own
booth and display some facet
of 'the scouting program.
The Expo, which is open to
the public, will run from 1 p.
m. until 5 p. m. at the park.
During the afternoon„ the
booths will be judged and
prizes awarded to the winning
entries.
Booth awards will be bine,
red and yellow. The booths




attitude, the originality of the
booth theme, display. ao-,
pearance and subject matter
and the scouts' knowledge of
it. -
Ticket sales in advance of
the Eltpo are important in that
teach unit receives a 20 per
cent commission on the ad-
vance tickets it sells. This, in
some cases, will be the largest
-
money-making prciect of the
year for the scouting unit.
In addition to the troop-fund
raising feature, each boy is
working for a patch and prizes
on the basis 'Of his
achievement as a ticket
salesman.
Each boet selling a total of 10
Expo tickets will receive a
special patch. Boys selling as
many as 25 tickets will have
their choice of three separate
items from official Boy Scout
or tub Scout supplies. Boys
selling at least 50 and at least
100 tickets each will have their
choice of a larger selection of
scouting items.
The boy from, each of the
Districts in the Four Rivers
Boy Scout Council who sells
the most tickets to the Expo
will win a portable TV set. A
minimum of 100 tickets sold is
.required to win the prize.
Scouting executives from
the Four Rivers Council Said
they are expecting an out-
standing display of scouting
booths and urged that
everyone make plans to attend




founder and for man% year, the
thief exponent afifussian philo-
sophic Marxism.- In -the- -rai 4 -
years of the *1.1 century he
Was closely associated with I
urn, but split ..witVhi, ii 0%e:
role of the N1enshr,74s.
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Walter Core of Benton
Route Three died Monday at
10:45 p. m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was 79
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of ,the Mt. Carmel
United Methodist 'Church in
Calloway County. Born
September 29, 1897; he was the
son of the late Willie Gore and
Mary Emily York Gore.
Mr.. Gore is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Grace Gore; one
daughter, Mrs. Virgil
(Virginia) Darnall, Murray
Route Two; three sons, Joe
Gore, Hardin, Frank Gore,
Benton Route Three, and
Bobby Gore, Allen Park,
Mich.; three stepdaughters,
Mrs. Dortha  Starr, Alm-0,
Miss Norma Jean Clanton,
California, and Mrs.
GeraldIne Cannon, Detroit,
„Mich.; !Our stepsons, George
Mathis, California, Olive
Mathis, -AIrtio, Othal Starks,
Murray, and Roy Gore,
Paducah.
kmo surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Lucy Rose,
Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
Eula Jones, Benton; nineteen
grandchildren; twenty-nine
great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the'
chapel of the CollierFuneral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
C. C. Brasher and the Rev.
Steve Shapard officiating.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will





J. G. Stites St, -
Father Of Murray
Woman Dies Tuesday
Joseph G. Stites, Sr., father
of Mrs. William J. Ryan of
Murray, died Tuesday at the
NHE Northfield, Louisville,
where he had been a patient
for three years.
The deceased was born July
14, 1893, it Hopkinsville where
he had been a lifelong residential
and a member of the First
United Methodist Church
there. His wife, Mrs. Ruth




Murray; three sons, Dr.
Joseph G. Stites, Jr.,
Wheaton, Ill., William B.
Stites, 'Louisville, and Robert
.11 Stites, Hui* ipcitille;_ one 
brother., Dr. Frank M. Stiles
and one sister, Miss Elizabeth
H, Stites, both of Louisville;
fifteen grandchildren in-
cluding Patrick Ryan,
Astoria, Ofegon, _and Michael
and Andrew Ryan, Murray;
two great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday morning at the
chapel of the Henninger
Funeral Home, Hopkinsville,
with burial to follow in the
Riverside Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Funeral services for Miss
Dathal Chrisman will be held
Friday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Fimeral Home with the Rev.
John B. Underwood and the
Rev. Dr. James Fisher of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
thg Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
_ Friends may call at the.
funeral home after 6:30 p. m.
Thursday.
- Miss Chrisman, age 64, died
Monday in Flint, Mich. She
was born in Calloway County
and was the daughter of the..
late Hollie Chrisman and
Alma Housden Chrisman.
iurvivors include three
sisters, Mrs. John (Delma)
Trotter, 4t3 North Sixth
Street, Mutray, Mrs. Herbert
((Naha) Underwood, 108
North Twelfth Street, Murray,
and Miss Alma Chrisman,
Flint, Mich.; two brothers,
Ruben Chrisman, Hazel, and




Federal State Market News Service
April 20, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area 'Hog Market
ilapert.lasiledas6 Buying-Stations .
Receipts: Act. 6Z2 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .25-.50 lower Sows .515-1.00 lower
US 1-2 200.230 lba. 936.00-3615
US 1-3 200-2401bs  $35.75-36.00
05 2-4 240-260 ice . $35.25-35.75
US 3-4 260-2601bs $34.k0-35.25 Pennwalt
LIBRARY WEEK PROCLAIMED — Murray Mayor John E. Scott (right) and Calloway
County Judge Robert 0. Miller have jointly proclaimed the week of April 17-23 as
library Week in Murray and Calloway County. Watching the signing of the
proclamation are Calloway County Public library workers Carolyn Adams (left) and
Diane Johnson. Many activities are being held this week at the local library in
recognition of the national observance.
Photo By lennie Gordon
'STOCK MARKET Dr. Ruth Cole To Reunite With Class
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Carp., of
Murray. are as follows:
Heublein Inc 






















Kirsch ..........   15 une
Disney 36k.
Franldin Mint .... .... 17 ks
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by 1. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus Ay 
US 1-2270950lb! ....... $90.50-31.50
US 1$30945.&ftit. ssi.se-as.eo
US 1-3 450.430 Ibis  933.00-34.00














Dr. Ruth-E. Cole, chairman
of the Department of Nursing
at Murray State University,
will be among the graduates of
the Nazareth School of Nur-
sing at St. Joseph Hospital in
Lexington attending a Cen-
tennial Year Reunion April 30-
May I.
A 1544 graduate, Miss Cole
is one of 937 who earned
diplomas through the
Nazareth School of Nursing
program at the 100-year-old
hospital.
Others with Murray ties Who
were in the 1944 class of 10
students are: Mrs. Leroy
Brandimore, formerly
• 31',4 
Geraldine Miller, of Arnold,
5 ±. Md., whose mother, Mrs. Lilly
34% Miller, now lives in Murray;
-and Mrs. Edward Abelini, the
4- ` 44 4̀ former Polly Eldridge of67 
'1,97
26Ni Paducah., of Woodbridge,
 3114 Conn., who was the collegeunc
, ,the days of the
1-8,1avy pre-flight program- on
9214 +Ai the-ramp-to-Wring the mid-
Republic Steel 
Singer Mtg ---
Tappan 11 unc 1940s.Western Union 174ti Jac








held recently in Loufsville and
Frankfort.
Representing Murray Tr-
Alpha were five seniors,
Bobbie Smith, Lisa Smith,
Deanna McMillen, Jag
Outland, and Sherry Nall; and
five juniors, Laura Shinners,
Janet Smith, Delaine Honchul,
Delores Honchul, and Lisa
• English.
Delegates from Murray Hi-
Y included seven seniors, Pisil
Zaccheretti, Larry Watkins,
Mark Vinson, Steve Hancock,
Randy May, Chuck Adams,
and Tom Shupe; a junior,
Bruce Horning, and -two
sophomores, Stan Bone and
Terry Smith.




in 1954 and was
instrumental in the establish-
ment of the baccalaureate
program in 1964.
She earned the B. S. degree
at the University of Texas, the
)4.A. degree at- Teachers
College of Columbia
University, and the Ed. D.









Teacher Club will meet
'Thursday, April 21, at seven
m at the school. An election of
officers will be held.
Saturday, April 23, a work-
day will beheld-at the school— -
for preparation of the school
football field.
The funeral services for
Mrs. Tommy (Pauline) Atkins
of Murray Route Seven are
being held today at two p.m. at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, where she was a
member, with the Rev.
Lawson Witlienciuir and the
Rev. Terry Sills officiating.
The music is by the Church
Choir.
Serving as pallbearers are
Hafton Garner, red Atkins,
Billy Frank Pool, Ronnie Pool,
Guthrie Grogan, and Ricky
Atkins. Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove Cemetery with
the arrangemrnts by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Atkins, age 73, died
Monday at 11:30 a.ryi. at the
Muray-Calloway County
Hospital. Horn OctObei.6, .1903,
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Roy
Outland and Fruzy Suratt
Outland.
The Murray woman is
survi-ed by her husband,
Tommy Atkins, to whom she
was married August 22, 1919;
one daughter, Mrs. John
(Jessie Mae). Fengler,
Scarsdale, N.Y.; one sister,
Mrs. Ansel (Thelma i Griffin,
Wiswell Road, Murray; two
brothers, Sandy K. Outland,
South 17th Street, Murray, and
Carman Outland, Lone Oak;
one step sister, Mrs. Ophelia
Boeh, Covington; one grand-
daughter, Mrs. Donald
• (Pamela) Schmidt; one step
grandson, John Mark
Fengler; two great . grand-
children, Kurt and Craig Sch-
midt.
Save






• fitulti-leyel Wash System
• Soft Wage Disposer
• Self Cleaning Filter
• Sate "Flo-lird Drying"
s Energy Saver
▪ Load as you like
Ask about KitchenAid's scrubbing power
comparison. Five other leading brands
have from 28% to 76% less scrubbihg
power.
Built-in Model KDC 18
Hurry! Offer good
til May 1st 1917
Includes normal replacement installation!
Job includes labor to reconnect to code approved plumbing and electric a! cisterns
Additional charge tor permit and carpentry work ,1 needed
Buy a KitchenAid Dishwasher Now!
-ItOcompanyIng the students
were Mary Ann Russell and
Lloyd Hasty, club sponsors;
Mrs. Charles May and Mrs.
Charles Outland, parents.
The Murray proposed
legislation, House Bill 9,
requiring every high school
student to pass an
examination covering
essential academic skills
before receiving a high school
diploma, passed by the
education commitlee but was
defeated in the House.
Legislation which did pass
the youth assembly included
periodic termination of state
agencies for zero-based
budgeting, prohibition of
deceptive collection tactics by
debt collectors, increasing the
workload of the Lt. Governor,
making adoption of deserted
children easier, placing a
student and faculty member
On all school boards, and
desCriminalizing the
possession' and use of
mari)uana in Kentucky.
The Bill which received the
greatest attention and was
selected as the best .written
bill would establish a state
lottery with benefits to go to
education.
Three Murray_ delegates
won cabinet positions in the
1978 KYA, Delores Honchul,
Laura Shinners, and Bruce
Horning. Miss Honchul, as
runner-up in the race for KYA
Governor, was given the
position of Senate Majority
Leader.
Other . highlights of the
convention included a buffet
dinner Thursday evening, a
Governor's banquet on Friday
evening which featured Rep.
Carroll Hubbard as speaker,
and the address in the Senate
and House Chambers in the





Revival services are con-
tinuing at the Memorial
Baptist Church with services
each day at twelve noon and
each evening at 710 with the
guest evangelist being the
Rev. Dr. Roy E. Boatwright.
Dr. Boatwright is now
pastor of the Living -Hope
Baptist Church, Bqwling
Green, since his retirement as
director of the Director of the
Sunday School Department of
the Kentucky Baptist Con-
vention.
The public is invited to
attend the services said the
pastor, the Rev. Jerrell White.;
Lunch will be served following
the noon services each day.






Democratic Primary May 24
Progress With Fiscal Responsibility
Political ad paid for by committee to elect
Melvin Henley. David Howell, Treas.
Bargain Thursday, Friday
Days & Saturday
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Mears Wins Pulitzer For
National Reporting Last Year
NEW YORK AP —
Walters Mears of The
Associated Press, one of "the
boys on the bus" in every
presidential campaign since
1960, has won the 1977 Pulitzer
Prize for national reporting.
Mears' rapid-fire writing
under pressure of newspaper
deadlines through 32
presidential primaries and the
national campaign was
praised by the .Pulitzer jury,
which said more people
throughout the world probably
read his words than those of
any other political reporter.
-• "In the Associated Press,
nobody works solo," said the
42-year-old AP Special
Correspondent after he
learned of the honor, "Our
coverage of the 1976
presidential_ campaign was
the work of many people; all of
whom own a share of this
award."
-Mears was one of several
political reporters highlighted
in Timothy Crouse's book,
The Boys On The pus.- The
- book 'C1tronicle0 the pfest
coverage - of the 1972
presidential campaign bet- •
ween President Richard M:
Nixon , and, Sen. George
-IsfcaV ern, -D-17),
Alex Haley was in Gambia
and Michael Cristofer was
sitting under a tree in Ohio
when they were. named
Pulitzer winners Monday,
Haley in a special category for
his best-seller "Roots," and
CristPfer in drama for his
.play, "Shadow Box," which
just opened on Broadway.
Haley was visiting his an-
cestral home of Juffure this
week, a village that has
become a mecca- for black
Americans since' publication
of his partly fictionalized
account Of the descendants Of
the slave Kunte Kinte. A
television movie of his book
was rated the most watched
show in history. ,
Cristofer's play, which
scans the lives of eight per-
sons who deal with the im-
pending death of three of
them, opened here March 31,
the last day to qualify for this
year's Pulitzers.
The Lufkin, Tex., News won
the Public Service Award for
its series on the death of a
recruit at a Marine Corps
training camp. The series
triggered a congressional
probe and reform in training
practices. •
The annual Pulitzer Prizes
in the Arts and Journalism are
awarded by Columbia
University from an en-
dowment of the late Joseph
Pulitzer, publisher of the campaign against a local
defunct New York World. A brothel keeper.
$1,000 cash prizeaccompanies —Paul Szep of the Boston
each award except the Public Globe, editorial cartooning.
Service Award, which is a gold I—Robin Hood of the
medal. Chattanooga News-Free
For the first time in the 61- Press, feature photography,
year history of the awards, no for a photo of a legless Viet-
prize was given- for in- nam veteran in a wheelChair
ternational reporting, and no holding a child in his 'lap at a
award was given for fiction for parade.
the 10th time. —George F. Will of the
A ,Pulitzer official said it Washington Post Writers
was -a thin year, not a banner Group, commentary, for his
year" for fiction and in- nationally syndicated column.
ternational reporting. --William McPherson of the
Sources told the AP that the Washington Post, , criticism,
jury for international for his book reviews.
reporting had recommended Other winners in the arts
three candidates to the ad- categories:
visory board but the board David M. Potter, a professor
decided to give no award. of American .history at
The candidates were James Stanford who died in 1971, won
Markham and Henry Tanner the history award for
of the New York Times for **Impending Years," which
their reports on the Lebanese deals with events from 1848 to
civil war; William Woo, 1861 leading to the Civil War.
editorial page editor of the St. William Warner, -chief
Louis Post-Dispatch, for a fundraiser for .the
series of articles after a trip to Smithsonian Institution, won
China, and Larry Heinzerling, the general nonfiction award
_ Associated Press bureau' chief for "Beautiful Swimmers:
in Johannesburg; for coverage ;Watermen , Crabs and
Of the SoWeto rioing in South Chesapeake Bay." The book
Afrira. depicts the bay as, an
Jhe New.:_.Yory :Times irreplaceable natural -out of ounwous.mikests_ for
-reported T-1 diY -that -the- resource,- 4iTe-eHrs and the thd ir-T-reFent- Years-;
jury had unanimously seasonal rhythms of its blue
recommended Markham and crabs and the men and women
Tanner for the prize. , who harvest them.
Neal Ulevich of the The poetry prize went to
Associated Press shared the James Merrill for his book,
prize.., for spot news "Divine Comedies."
photography with Stanley "Visions of Terror and
Forman of the Boston Herald- -Wonder," a work for mezzo
American. soprano and orchestra, won
Ulevich won for his photos of the music prize for Richard
a student-uprising in Bangkok, Wernick of the University of
including one Showing a Pennsylvania. -
rightist about to slam a chair_ John E. Mack, Harvard
into the lifeless body 'of a professor of psychiatry, won
hanged student following the biograPhy prize for "A
demonstrations. Forman's Price for Our Disorder: The
prize-winner, taken during the Life of T.E. - Lawrence," a
antibusing furor in Boston, historical biography, • with
showed a white man allacking psychological insights, on the
a black lawyer with a staff Englishman known as
bearing the American Flag. Lawrence of Arabia.
Other prizewinners in
journalism included:
—Margo Huston of the Fataj AccidentMilwaukee Journal, general
local reporting, for in-
vestigation of local nursing
home conditions..
—Acel Moore and Wendell
Rawls Jr. of the Philadelphia
Inquirer, special lbcal
reporting, for exposing con-
ditions at Pennsylvania's
Farview State Hospital for the
Criminally insane.
—Warren Lerude, Foster
, Church and Norman Cardoza
of the Reno, Nev., Evening
Gazette and Nevada State
Journal, editorial writing, in a
. mug, .7tveipai-tosti:.f
-
i^rrt‘r, e 400 ,aimitrAsetr,i  •YT1
'Lamaze' Comes To Local Hospital
- • •
SMITHS GROVE, Ky. (Api
— A Glasgow man has been
killed in a ,one-car accident on
Interstate 65 near Smiths
Groves.
State Police identified the
victim as Jimmy Lloyd Gray,
32. The acciflent occurred
Monday about two miles north
of Smiths Grove. There were
no other occupants in the car.
Police_ said the victim ap-
parently was traveling at a
high rate of speed.
COME TO OUR OLD TIME MEAT MARKET
FOR YOUR MEAT NEEDS
\C Custom Slaughtering & Processing
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INSPECTED
There has been something
new added to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
maternity ward.
It's the Lamaze method of
child birth, a relatively new
method for child bearing
which features participation
by both the mother and father
during labor aisd delivery, a
more natural child birth
where the mother can be
awake to see her child born
while Dad holds Mom's hand
and watches the entire
process, and a series of
classes which prepare both
partnefs to work their way
through it all together.
Lamaze has been an ac-
cepted method for child
delivery in the United States
for more than a decade, and
has grown in popularity as
expectant parents have grown
to want a joint participation in
one of the most memorable
events they will have in their
lives, the birth of their off
spring.
Until its recent introduction
in Murray, though, couples in
this area wanting to share this
-natural" method had to go to
Western Baptist Hospital :in
Paducah.
With .its iiitroduction in
Murray, Lamaze seekers no
longer must make the trip to
Paducah, for the local hospital
staff is trained and equiped for
Lamaze, and the preparatory
classes are now available in
Murray.
Linda Clark, ,presently
assistant professor of nursing
at Murray State University
teaches the Lamaze, or
Prepared Child Birth classes;
and to date has had two groups
coznplete the four week
training to prepare them-
selves for._ their time in the
maternity ward.
She explained that the idea
for the _Lamaze classes came
and. that after meeting with
Doctors Conrad Jones,
Richard Cunningham, and
Gene Cook, she prepared the
necessary classes three
months ago.
The first class wat held in
February, meeting four nights
during the month with Clark,
who studies thegnethod while
she was completing' her
graduate work at the
University of Florida.
The topics covered' included
exercises to help the mother
during labor, breathing
techniques to help her pace
herself and work her way
through the contractions
during labor and delivery,
concentration on making the
labor and delivery a session of
"hard work" and relaxation to
further help the mother relax
between contractions.
The couples taking, the
classes also toured the local
hospital labor and delivery
rooms, became familiar with
the medical terms referring to
labor and delivery, learned
some of the present con-
siderations and techniques for
breast feeding, and met %%ith
some of the hospital staff.
For the fathers, the classe
spelled out '*hat they shr•.1,I
expect in labor and deliver
and what they might do to I,e]p
their mates through it.
Upon graduapon the coup es
were certified that they !-,ad
completed the necessar
instruction to elect to use ft,e,
Lamaze method, and were
given a card to that eff-t.
which pretty much is •
father's ticket to get intc
labor and delivery roun-i,.
when his wife comes due
As Linda Clark pointed
"The most important thing tt.P
couples learn is how to urr,r-rc
together to make the r
birtti,,a _joint effort."
"So far, the program
been received very well at
hospital,!' she'stated, and 5he
has scheduled classes thrr..,h
the summer with a fP w
openings for the classes
The cost for the classes is
couple for the four ses,
and couples intereste'_
taking the classes can sir.:
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES












While it is as a
".natural" method for child
birth, the degree to whici) the
parents are willing to. go
"natural," is their own choice.
Some mothers chose local or
regional anesthetics for their
delivery even though they
have gone through the classes.
The choice is up to them.
And, as one father whose
wife had asked,, for some
"help" diming the later stages
ei.,L her labor recently repor-
ted, -At least I got to be there
and help share a part of this
baby's birth with her. And to
me that's something that I
wouldn't have missed for the
sAorld."
laze training is
available now in Murray, and
first reports are that it
delivers everything it is billed
to deliver. The choice is up to
the expectant parents to
participate or not.
• 14,6,4ragok 1, *kismet:
CONTROU.EQ,BREATHING—David Pickens,-1705 linden Dr, Mayfield, Ky., helps his
wife, Debbie, through a controlled breathing exercise as part of their Lamaze training.
(Staff Photo by Pete Wyro)
'TIME COUNT—Mark Chapman, 1206 College Courts,
Murray, times his wife, Leslie, through a siAltsjated con-
traction as part of their Lamaze training.
CONTRACTION BEGINS—Instructor Linda Clark starts
the couples in her Lamaze class-on another simulated
contraction to enable them to work through it together
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National Park 'System'
This Year To Top Bicentennial
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The National Park System
expects crowds this year to
top the record bicentennial
turnout. It's time to plan if you
expect to be among the
millions visiting tederal sites
this summer.
Ninety-nine areas in the
national park system, in-
cluding 37 national parks,
have campgrounds. In all,
there are 293 sites in the





Morrow said there were
238.8 million visits to the
national park syitem in 1975
and 267.8 million in 1976. The
service expects about 20
Eunice Garrison, LPN, treasurer of the local chapter of
the Kentucky State Association of Licensed Practical
Nurses (KSALPN), presents two practical nursing studen-
ts with $50 scholarships on behalf of the association.
The recipients are Kathy (Mrs. Eddie) McCallon (left) of
Murray and Geri (Mrs. DonrChilcutt (center) of Hazel.
They were graduated from the Murray Area Vocational
School of Practical Nursing in ceremonies on April 15.
The KSALPN District 17, Unit 1, presents at least one
scholarship to a Calloway County practical nursing
student each year. During the past year, the nurses'
association has also made donations to the Calloway
County Rescue Squad, the WPSD-TV Crippled




If 6 power jets
‘-` get dirt the
other methods
don't reach!
• Do it yourself and save,
• let action i penetrates to
looson ground-in dirt and old
shampoo 2 then sucks it out
3 to beautify carpet'
• Drfes, quickly!
• FOr rental location near you
carpet cleaner
a Peavey company
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Systems, C.
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.STIAMIX alba the his water extract* process
Big John
S 12th, Murray
million visits thLs year.
The most popular period at
national. parks is from mid-
June' to Labor Day, Morrow
said. He said the Park Service
more than doubles its staff
during the busy months,
adding 10,000 employes to the
permanent staff of 8,000.
The familiar' parks such as
Yosemite, Yellowstone and
Grand Canyon will be crowded
as usual, Morrow said, but
rilany lesser-known facilities
offer equal attractions with
more elbow room.
Great Smoky Mountains
National Park in' North
Carolina and Tennessee, for
example, gets more than 10
million visits a year. Eighty
miles away, the Cumberland
Gap National Historic Park,
which includes a section o
wilderness trail cut by Dame
Boone, draws only half a
million visits. ,
• Visiting national park
involves two fees — one f
entrance, another for c
ping.
Entrance fees per carload o
visitors range from nothing a
some splits to $3 at Yosemite
and Carlsbad Cavern. If yo
arrive by other means, s
, as by bicycle or bus,
charge is 50 cents Per person.
Camping fees also start a
zero, although Morro
warned: "If you're paying
nothing, you're getting j
about what you'rg paying for,
a space." Most camping f
range from $1 to $4 a day per
campsite, depending on such
items as restrooms, electrical
connections, water and
security forces.
There are ways to cut costs,
particularly if you plan to visit
more than one park or site in a
year.
The Golden Eagle Passport
costs $10 and is good for ad-
- mission to all rnational park
system areas daring the
calendar year in which the
pass is issued. One passport
admits a carload of people to
drive-in attractions such as
parks or a family to walk-in
sites such as historic houses.
Write to the National Park
Service or the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation (both in
the Interior Department),
Washington, D.C.,20240. Make
checks or money orders
payable to "Golden Eagle."
Persons 62 and older can get
free Golden -Age Passports
entitling them to free ad-
mission to park system areas
Two Arrested
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Police say two men
have been arrested and
charged in connection with the
alleged rape Saturday of a 14-
year-old Bowling Green girl.
Police said Dennis E.
Johnson, 19, and Leon J. Gray,
19, both of Bowling Green,
have been charged with first
degree rape and kidnapping.









Jxe styling and rich
deep penetrating seal-









BROADWAY AT FOt RTH
PHONE 443- .. „OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT
and 50 per cent discounts on
camping fees. You must apply
in person lit a national park,
supplying only prool Cif age.
Advance planning can help
you avoid crowded areas, but
there is not much you can do in
the way of reserving a cam-
psite. Only four national parks
— Acadia in Maine, Grand
Canyon in Arizona, Mt.
McKinley in Alaska and
Chickasaw (formerly Platt) in
Oklahoma — accept reser-
vations.
Several low-cost govern-
ment publications offer help to
wouldrbe park visitors. All are
available from the Consumer
Information Center, Pueblo,
Colo., 81009.
SERV10E PROJECT—Brownie Troop 190 recently completed a service project at the
Murray City Park. The troop helped the park personnel by picking up rocks, sticks,
paper, and other debris from the park to facilitate mowing of the area. The members
also had a cookout following the project. Troop leaders are Cecile Applegate and
Mildred Mcaain, StaffPhoto by David Hal
Reed To Speak -
-PRANKFORT4. Ky. AP) —
Billy Reed, columnist for The
Courier-Journal of Louisville,'
will be the guest luncheon
speaker Saturday at the
spring state meeting of the
Kentucky Press Women, Inc.
Belts Mandatory
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Seat belt use now is man-




Calvin Grayson said Monday
there have been 13 injury
accidents in the agency since
last December and that in
each instance the injuries
could have been lessened or















PACKAGE OF 4 BULBS




















RIGHTS RESERVED SAVINGS WORTH SHOPPING FOR... 



































We're on kind to be
iii sers ice to you .
/ and tliat means an-


























ARE YOU A MEDICAL ASSISTANT'
Discover all the local chapter of the
American Association of Medical Assistants I Name
(AAMA) has to offer you! CLIP & MAIL I 




1725 Harrodsburg Rd . . 
1 City 
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Help Trim Your Food Budge
COST.CUTTIR MINDED MNG SPECIALS: COST CUTT11 "TIM WEEK'S SPECIAL":
• Whenever we get o spacial nionufociurer's Each week , deep-cut speciols in all
allowance, we poss the savings on to You- departments, 'plus bonus toupons for extra
These reductions are usually good for more than savings. Cost Cutter "This week's Special':
one week. signs will locate these values for you.tit






























U,S, GOVT. GRADED MICE BEIF
Cube Steaks  Family $ 1 7 9• • Pitif LI. g
1011111001110LICIMO-VAC
Sliced Bacon  120:.$ 1 19P116. 0
0.2.0.A. 1:11010 LA=
Shoulder Roast  , II 88'
ECONOMY PAR
Fryer Livers  _ 
5 Ul.



















































.ith this --cou'pdn ond '1000 purchase orc 'Wing items prohibirk by thisth coupon ond '1 0'00 purchase eiicluding items prohibited by
1(,1714)11 , 
whv and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Sobtett '0 MM.= 114 end in addition to tow cost of coupon merchandise Sublect to
d

















I: VOLUME 1 A 9c
STILL ONLY "
ON SALE THIS WEEK
I Volume 13
eHOME & FAMILY NEEDS AI








Listerine  oz. 79









Pan & Roller 
19










Sample of Hawaiian Punch
Pride of IlTinois
i 75c
weE WHAT ADWITIS of at iambi if ism • coisisis ea COMO* no, ass it cm
rimertned Timm/ islim•Svis coomiedi Mime • swiss isnomp os mow Iwo a rem did Is Pi
miertned wood at Ass satismi pm. swim gni. 30 art GUMNITEL Sili so we
• issm•ithal Ivor% o !Gorr OWCOIOSO ••11 moire flYI .60 Of OVI,OIO OGOO inme.
L1ANm
Pork Butt Roast is. 98c
coma UM
Rib Chops   $ 1 99
V.S.D.A. cam
Veal Steaks 
 le $ 1 5 9Leg-O-Lamb 
 $ 1 69
Celeste Pizza 11%u.re• 79.4
101111110112ELLIOLOGNA ON
PEG 794Wieners  120i.
1120611
Stick Bologna   794
PZICISteak  984
11.2.0.A. MAN A NOW FARMS






Beef side 111. 79(









S LIS. ROUND STEAK -
S PORK STEAK
5 LIS. GROUND BEEF
LIS. FRYER QUARTERS













MIN "nth this coupon and 10 011 purhcase exexlinq items prohibited by
II=1 alsito addLtion to the cost of coupon merchandise Sublec t to
ipplicoble totes Limit one Expires April 26th
1111111111111111111010 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM ALL THREE COUPONI1111111111111M
i,
• -
ii;. . Patio Assorted Mexicali
m:11 COKES, SPRITES, **•14•4.iDINNERS '-- ifiz  , TABS or FRESCA
HER






Country Rolls 2 1Wols $ 1 09 Cheese Spread 'X $449
00211111 MUMMY
Pound Cake 2 7 $1 99 Biscuits 12
KRAFT SINGLE WitAr,1010GER
Fruit Cocktail 2 i7c;,..z., 794 American Cheese
AVONDALE 1.1017





e-ct 7CAIIS 9 st
3ml: $4479
MALI


























1 2Peanut Butter :
$ KROGER1 
1:411 $ ;919
Cip:i [cos* curtte chueon].111110































1105TON RED UM OR




D'Anjou Pears u 1 04
WASHINGTON STATE as SIZE
Gold Delicious Apples LI
MIKAN FANCY 115411
Fresh Pineapple U








.0./ HEINZ ie... 89c
-, 57 SAUCE bti. 
non
wow
this coupor t one E mpt,s Apt )6ih
FIIIII11111111111IIIRO
pri[rOST JtTlI 1 Clul'i;i41111111WORTH 301 11,OF „F▪ - td prUvse of 1314 4 as
ow. HEINZ-STRAINED BAB, F000 =
w.th th.5 coupon limit one F*pire% Apr 26th
511111111111111111111a
are b II : Ir.: ..... .. UT .. E: .t...0....0 P IA] IIII LI
- WORTH 10' OFF =
..al tooted purchase of one HALF GALLON iMMI
'FRESH ORANGE JUICE =
with ow, (0,..... Limit one Expires Apr 26th •0
M111111111111111111 i.
CIF:Itcost rump couros111111!
IN/11- WORTH 40' OFF
—▪ / toword purchase of one 70 lb boo am
:6 RUSSET POTATOES =
•
"iiteltriffttlittitM ..11.6111141111/50/fetkemigc *grit 20,1W
ONLY GRAIN FED — U.S. CHOICE — HEAVY BEEF HASJHE IGA —
TABLEIITE LABEL. IT'S SELECTED FROM ONLY THE BEST U.S. CHOICE
BEEF. CUT & TRIMMED TOPROVIDE THE FRESHEST, TENDEREST,






















-SPRING ItOr\DI P FREEZER FILLER S. CHOICE BEEF
WHOLE FRONT HIND
SIDE 14: QUARTER PiRe474,) QUARTERFRo.,
7 5'
INCLUDES ALL CUTS OF BEEF, IN
1 U 
FRONT
Avg. weight 275 lb. 
1 Lb. Avg. Weight: 140
RIB, CHUCK, SWISS, RIBEYE STEAKS. PLUS
& HIND QUARTER STEW & GROUND BEEF.













ROUND, SIRLOIN, T-BONE & SIRLOIN
TIP STEAKS OR ROASTS. PLUS —



















US. CHOICE • FAMILY PAK
CTE STEAK
REELF • ONE POUND
SLICED BOLOGNA  a LE 894





































this week did not
—hove a Bankroll card
punched.
 4010/011.1






















KELLY'S • 5 OZ. CAN
VIENNA
SAUSAGE 






'iDAY, APRIL 19, 1977.
CONSOLATION
SOUTHSIDE: $600 PRIZE AWARDED!
Leonard Berke
had his
name drown but he did












7-PM - 9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.



















































































COUPON EXPIRES 4-27-77 WITH THIS COUPON
MIN
4,
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GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have th,e honor of in-
troducing :you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 753-
0984. Please- do not
delay.








Store, Murray, Ky: Call
753-1272. -
OUR EVANGELIST will
dress as Job and quote
the story of Job,




NOTICE - NO HUN-
TING of any kind will be
allowed on the following
farms: T. L. Win-
chester, M. W. Win-
chester, Orbin Sills, L.
L. Spiceland, Carlton
Williams, P. H. Green,
Ronnie Green.
YOU NAVE ENE OPPORTUNITY
TO GIVE TO TIN COMMUNITY
111.000 SINE TODAY.




in., 6 days a week. Tires
changed, oil changes &
tubes, and ac. welding,















Porson Control .  753-7513
Senior Citizens .  753-0929
Needlino  1531EE0












South 16th Street. 753-




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
CONTROI. HUNGER and
lose weight with - New
Shape, Diet Plan and
Hydrex -Water Pills at
Scott Drug.
3 Card Ot Thanks
THE FAMILY OF
HENRY C. Jones,
wishes to express their
appreciation to those
sending flowers, food,
cards, and for the
prayers and visits. We
would like to thank
Blalock-Coleman, Bro.
Ed Glover, Bro. L E.
Moore, The Kings Sons
and the pallbearers, fair
all the comforting words
and acts shown during
the loss of our husband,
father and grandfather.
A special thanks to Dr=
Hopson and his staff and
to the nurses at Murray-
Calloway County
Hospital for the care
given our, laved one.
May God bless each and
'everyone of you. Wife,
-Children ad Grand-
children.






Male or female night
time help, must be 18
or older. Part time or
full time. Apply in
person only, no








I GAVE YOu A
SUBSTiTUTE
q0 AND FRANKLY
KE,oke T1RE2 OF MG aAyL
FC'42 ,./%4 AP SOCIAL WHIRL -
V‘Y,SE F
Rertrze -ro
AN CHALET IN -
SWITZERLAND-
1.0
-EVER'Yn-ING ELSE I LEAVE TO
)0/..) - TNE NAME NA1 ONcE
PL-.1 TC GIVE MY SCNI, IF














person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is.
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-
terested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
5300 Weekly Peeeileo Stioffing
Envelopes SENO • Sett-
addressed stomped erreelope















Send resume to P. 0.
flox 32 G, Murray,
Kentucky.
BANJO PLAYER needed
for summer work. Apply







14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY. Small 2
wheel utility trailer. Call
7,53-1575.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Alto old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles for Sale
SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price, $49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
'SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders, 6 ft. step, $14.88.





obtained at the Park
Office, 10th and Payne
St. Deadline for position
will close April 29.
A HOME- Party Plan Co.
is expanding. We need









waitresses. Top pay plus
good tips. Cooks helper.
Some experience
necessary Dishwasher
and Motel Maid. Ky.
Lake Lodge Restaurant,




3 p. m. until 10 p. rn





have experience in T.
V., radio, and stereo
repair. Also second
class radio telephone
license. Send resume to
Box 32H, Murray.
TOBACCO AND tOmato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.-
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
%%ttli Blue I.ustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K. Bel Air Shopping
Center.
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw: 7,-4 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.




sizes, all densities. Cut











first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,




RACE? A business of
your own can help in-
come keep up with
outgo. For less than
$50.00 gets you started.
Call 753-3763 and get the''
whole story.
STUDENT FOR PART
TIME work. Must have
own transportation. Call
753-1387 between 7 a. m
-8 a. m., 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. -










would like to babysit in
your home. 75 cents an
hour. Call 753-8874.
14 Want To Buy
FEATHERBEDS Goose.
Pay $8.00 each until
April 30th. Call 743-7462
after 5 p. m.
18 FT. CONyERTIBLE.
cruiser with 125 h. • p.
outboard motor, Must
sacrifice moving out of
state. Priced to sell
quickly. Call 753-2957,
FOR SALE - Man's 27"
10 speed bicycle, good
condition or will trade









boat, 20 horge Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
:fishing rig. Call 753-8351,
16 Home Furnishings
REFRIGERATOR - $75.
Black and gold couch
and chair, $50. Call 753-
4506.
G. E. REFRIGERATOR,




















machine, like new, with
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other attachments,
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
1 p. m.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing









trailer, 20 horse John-
son, life jacket and gas
tank. Excellent cone
dition and ready for
fishing. Call J53-9923
after 5 p. ni
18 FT. MARK TWAIN V-
hull. 165 horse i-o Tan-
dem wheel trailer. Call
753-5705.
112 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duti trolling
motor. 35 h p Evinrude.
- Call 7534127
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent tO pur-
chase plan 1.onardo
Piano Company, across
.from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
BALDWIN BABY grand
piano for sale, excellent




















made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








cabinets. Sec at 502 B.
Main Street, Thursday






Reg $89.59 Sale $50.00.
DA -Reg. $84.95 Sale
$55.00. Air File
osseulating type Reg.




wire. 2" mesh wire, 2x4s
and lx6s. Call 753-8183.
SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S


















offer. Gas heater, $10.
Dirty electric stove, $12.
Two year old double





upright friano, 2 antique
kitchen cabinets. Also a




take up small monthly
payments on color TV. J





Also 1 dual 601 Turn-
table $175.00. Call 437-
4143. -
27 Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE ROME 166, 10




12X70, Two bedroom and
2 bath, 1973 Mobile
Home, house type
windows and doors,
Patio door, new carpet








Meadows E4, phone 753-
TWO BEDROOM Mobile
Home on Lakefront lot
in Pine Bluff. Shores.
Reasonable. Call 436-
2292.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well.. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location:
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, ettryear,- Tenn.
DOUBLE WIDE
HALLMARK set up in
Riviera. Will Consider a
trade. Call 753-3672.





For sale like paying
rent. Call 753-3745...
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Rivierr 'Ourts.
Call 753-3280.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
air condition. Water
furnished. One or two
people. Call 753-0957.
31 Want To Rent
MSU FACULTY member
and (amity -want house
' to rent. Call 753-9554 or
762-4120.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
apartment, large living
room, large kitchen and.
eating area. 1604 Olive
Street. $150.00 per
month. Call 753-4451 or
after 5 p. m. 753-8618.
34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath brick home with
large back yard and
garden plot. One block
from campus. Available
June 1, 1977. Call 753-
4678.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - four-







FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store, building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq.,, ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,







with bridle and saddle.
Four, registered black







Cream. Sire and riktn
available for Inspection.
$100. Male or Females.




puppies. Also female St.
Bernard, call 753-6412 or •










Friday and Saturday. 8




PORT Sale. Clothes for
everyone, lots of odds
and ends. Something for
everybody. This Friday




Saturday April 22 and
23. 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Magnus Chord organ,
hair dryer, furniture,
dishes, and clothes of all








pliances, many odds and
ends. Start at 8 a. m.
YARD SALE -4 party. 8
a. m. Friday and
Saturday, April 22 and
23. 641 at Dexter Store.
Avon bottles, boys
clothes, lots more.















goods, and new and used
items. At 1611 Loch
Lomond West off South
16th Street, Friday and






202 Sega 416 Street
Mee, 753-3263
1) 4900 sq. ft. home
located on a large
wooded lot. Owner will
consider trade for house
in Canterbury. (2) Small
cottage located on 5
acrei - 2 bedroorlis,
outside storage ... less
than $15,000. Call
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492.
R EA LTO RS




Alzpost new 3 bedroom,




features. Prices in the
40's. Phone Kopperud










LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice







bedroom house and 9
acres located 7 -miles
West of Murray. Own
your private mini-farm
for only $24,900. Quality
home on quiet street.
Home has 3 bedrooms,
1/2 baths, ample storage
areas and Franklin
stove. Mid 30's. 4
Bedroom home at a very
reasonable price. This
borne is located on the
West side of Murray and
priced under $30,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty,




TM% ACRES OF land
east of Atmo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
DEXTER - A nice, 3
bedroom, brick veneer
on corner lot near
churches, grocery store,
large dining room;
electric het, 2 air
conditioners. This is a
well cons%ructed home.
Only $25,000.00. Cell or




MING Pool located in
Canterbury Estates.
This custom built, 2
bedroom home has a
formal ctining room, 2
full baths, large den
with fireplace, 6 doiets, -
screened patio wittr
drapes, and a 18'736'
swimming pool. All this
on a lovely shurbbed-and
landscaped lot. Phone
Kopperud !fealty, 753-
1222. We look forward to
serving you.
11111111111111
220 ACRE FARM only 2
mile!! from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
Many fine building sites.
John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 11530101 or 753-
7531.
44 Lots For Sale







$2,750 EACH. Your choice-
of five (5) building or
mobile home lots. Sizea
range from 100' x357' to
100' x 410'. Located on
US-641, 5 miles. South of
Murray. Call. Stinson
Realty Co. for details,
. 753-3744.
LARGE LOTS for sale
adjoining city limits,
city water. Call 75-5.541:
LOT NO. 35, McNally
Ave., Croppie Hollow
Shored, Unit No. 3. Call
901-795-4601.
45. Farms For Sale
BY OWNER, 64 acre,
near Dukedom, Ten-
nessee. 4 Bedroom
brick, one bath, new
well. 2.4 Tobacco base.
Call 753-0180.
46 Homes For Sale
BY - OWNER
REDUCED to $31,900.
Three bedroom brick in
Lynn Grove, den with
woodburning fireplace,
1/2 baths, new carpeting
and paint throughout,
large lot with stable and
small pond. Phone 435-





IFOR -SALE- by owner -








Diversified interesting position with excellent ad-
vancement opportunity. Requires a good typing
ability and a knowledge of office procedure. Con-
sumer finance experience desirable, but not esien-
tial.
Good starting salary and liberal employee benefits.
Interviews 9 a. m. -11 a. m. or by appointment.




MURRAY, NY. - 753-6702
An Equal Opportunity Employer
!t •
1869 RYAN AVE. - Well-constructed, 3-bedroom
brick veneer with attached garage. Nicely arranged
with entry hall, fireplace, large eat-in kitchen. On a
well-landscaped corner lot with large trees. Neat
University. Only $27,500.00.
DEXTER COMMUNITY -69 Acres, mostly fenced
Clarks River bottomland. About 25 acres in timber.
Good well. Less than $400 an acre.
CYPRESS SPRINGS-- Want to get away from it
all? See this 2 bedroom lake cottage with electric
heat, carpeting, draperies. All furniture remains.
Wooded 150' x 150' lot. $9,0001)0.
16 N. 12th Street
753-8080
MEMBER OF11#1ULT1PLE LISTING idy
Audra Mqody - 753-9036
Barbara Erwin - 753-4136
Homer Miller - 753-7519
Reuben Moody - 753-9036
B.B. Hook - 753-2387
. •••••






































































46 Homes For Sale
NICE OLDER model 3
*bedroom home, 2 -car
detached garage with 2
acres. Just off highway
94, three milts west of
Lynn Grove. Priced to
sell. $15000. Call 345-2545
days after 6:00 345-2208.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM
house with 21/2 'baths,
formal dining room,
, large living room,
kitchen with breakfast





bedroom, 1'2 bath, on
11/2 acres. Near South-
west School. Call 763-
,2918.
FOUR BEDROOM, 21/2
• baths, white brick on
Oaks Country Club golf
course. Mid 60's. Call
753-9931.
46  Homes For Sale
• . me
beautiful wooded lot or.
Highway 641 21/2 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527:1087.
FOUR BEDROOMS, 11/2
baths, . eomfortable den
and library com-
bination, large kitchen,
two car garage. Perfect
for children, fenced play




dead end street. Central
heat and air with low
utility bills. $39,500.00.
call 753-8096 or 753-7309.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
Captain D's
CAPTAIN D'S will be taking ap-
plications Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, April 19, 20 and 21, at
12th & Olive Streets, Murray.










$425.00 egi, floored, re,* te use. Al,. precut, yen bold, as
lew es $300.00. I z $ sy te 24 x 60 stesokaril, bet will preset
any she eseilerl. Bey tbe best for has
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 7534964
In a lovely setting on a 2 acre wooded lot, this 5 bedroom
borne will meet your famks needs. Formal Irving room
with dining area, modern kitchen with pantry, 4 baths,
family room AND re c room, 2 fireplaces - approx. 4900
sq. ft. Owner will consider trade for smaller home. Call
753-1492 today and let us make an appointment to show







Every Friday night 641 Auction House, Paris, Ten-
nessee.
This week another good load from St. Louis. Nice
round table with round pedistal China cabinet
and buffett to match, 6 chairs with eagle claw
feet, bookcase with leaded glass doors. Big kit-
chen cabinet with art glass doors, nice bedroom
suite with twin beds, bedroom suitewith parlor
bed, oak drop leaf table and hutch, odd chairs,
tables, oak dresser, chest and wardrobe to mat-




. Today's Feature Listing •
OWN YOUR OWN fa BUS AND LET THE LS
RENTAL FROM THE UPSTAIRS APART-
MENTS HELP PAY FOR THE BUILDING. EX-
CELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR AN EN-
TERPRISING PERSON. ALSO OPTION TO
PURCHASE A ONE ACRE LOT WITH
BUSINFSS. CALL NOW FOR DETAILS. .
eKOPPERUDREALTY In
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
















system, access to boat
launching. Call 753-4574.
FEEL HEMMED IN?
Then take a look at this
spacious two story brick
home on a 200' x 320' lot
located just southwest of
Murray city ' limits.
Large shade trees in the
yard, enjoyable open
space on all sides, yet
neighbors are near





$59,600. If interested we





1974 -YAMAHA 250 MX.
Like new, riden about 20
hours. Excellent con-
dition. Call 437-4636 after
4 p. m.
HONDA 500 loaded with
extras. Show room new.
Must see ta appreciate.
Call 753-3672. ,
1973 YAMAHA 350. Call
753.6527 after 5 p. m.










14 IN. _ROCKET chrome
wheels, $125. Call 753-
8474 or from 1-7, 753-9430
ask for Tony.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
EXCELLENT QUALITY
- 1966 Dodge Dart, 4
door sedan automatic.
Call 753-5657 after 4 p.
m. or see at 1632 West
Olive Street.
1976 FORD F-250, 4 wheel
drive, automatic, power
steering and brakes,
12,000 miles, like new.
4971 Pinto. Call 753-6345.




real sharp. 82100. Call
753-7393.







9-20 1 7 Led Fecur• Sv,7d7,7,71
3E1r X 10 MP
51 Services Offered
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







▪ Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
-11E9
"FIRST M`( SALES PITCH. THE1.i
WE TALK 61A6 MILEAGE,"
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7 p. m.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, 




stepside bed. 6 cyc.
automatic. Has a little
rust, but is in perfect
mechanical "condition





owner, AM-FM, 8 track, -
airconditioned, luggage
rack, like new, 22000
actual miles. Call 1-395-
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 CAN AM 125. Just




after 6. Must sell
1972 AUDI 100 IS.
Automatic, air, AM-FM,
nese radials, $1500 or
best offer. Call Glyn






dition. $1275. Call 753-
9189 after 5 p. m. 753-
8124,
1972 DATSUN 510 wagon.
Automatic, air coq
dition, nice car. Good
7233. . condition. $1350. Call
1972 TRIUMPH. Call 753-;
9673.
1969 CHRYSLER,-4 door.
Newport, power and air.
29,000 actual miles. Call
436-2427.
1974 CJ5 JEEP for sale.
Call 753-8674 after 5 p.
m.
1917 CHEVY CAPRICE; 4
door hardtop, power,
air, automatic,
_ mechanically _ good.
$250. Phone 492-8594
after 6 p. eh.
FOR SALE - 1970
Barracuda 340. Four
barrel good condition.





steering, brakes and air.




350 4 speed, tech, tilt-
telescopic wheel, AM-
FM Stereo tape, air and
power: Red on Red.
Chrome -side pipes. Call
437-4606 after 4 p. m.
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p. m.
MAKE THIS YOUR YEAR FOR INDEPENDENCE!
Be a DISTRIBUTOR, full or part-time, for
yourself with WORLD FAMOUS products
_ KODAK • POLAROID. • EV.EREADY__
I °cottons establtshed by rnpany. 94595 00 mvosiment torth
guaranteed 1 yeAr merclt,:ndase tepurt,hase acutternent -
Call NU G4walO 41011 Irisa) 1400-444-1200
Pc coll•cl 614-2211.1751
01 write FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.
riRESTONE BUILDING, Since 11146




Growing company rishes to expand in this area.
Opening for salesman to sell line of automotive
replacement parts, fasteners, chemicals and
related items to industrial plants, truck fleets,
contractors, automotive shops, municipalties,
etc. We offer opportunity for rapid advancement
and-unlimited income to anyone with a good
background in direct sales or straight com-
mission sales in the automotive or inch/stria]
sales field. 1n-field training, profit sharing and
hospitalization are some of the benefits offered
the person selected. If you qualify send con-
fidential resume to John Blackwood, P.O. Box
1885, Jackson, Tennessee 38301, or phone 901-424-
3024 and irderView will be arranged. .
753-9189 after 5 p. ni. 753-
8124. _
1968 OLDSMOBILE F45.
Good condition Call 753-
0840.




truck. Flat bed, -with
side racks. Call 753-0112,
after 5 753-8387.
PRICED REDUCED -
69 Ford Galaxie. Extra
sharp. $650. Call 753-7940
or 436-2149.




mileage, cheap. Call 767-
2414 after 5 p. m.





1966 Chrysler,' 4 .door.
1967 Chrysler, 2 door
hardtop Can be seen at




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
CAMPERS FOR RENT
- local areas only.
Delivered to camp site--
set tin - picked up when




stove, toilet, hitch in-
cluded Sleeps 6. $1950.
Call 753-5921.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.













rocked Sand and lime
hauled Call Mark Bucy.
753 8.18;
LNSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and- cooling
bills. Call _Doug Taylor-











Group outing? Trip out



























E-1 e et ri e-
se weroote r . Call 436-
2490.
'ELECTRICAL WIRING


























and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 7534343 or 753-2467.
GET YOUR HOME
treated for termites for
less than 8150.00.






• KIRKSEY USED Fur-




FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump* removal.








NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
L&M Blacktopping, seal







struttion Co., Route 2,
Box 403A. Paducah, Ky.
4200. Phone day or
night 442-7026.







Call Kline & Vance after






sand. South 3rd Street.
Call Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 p. m.
FOR HIRE D6-C Dozer.




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586. '
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
_ sewercle Call 753-
7201.;
CUSTOM•UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 753-
9753.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -









113 S. 4th 753-2835
VACATION TIME IS HERE WE CAN TAKE MORE PASSENGERS ON THESE
TOURS ONLY. Go with Pennyrile loin, each torn personally conducted
by 141.  islet Miller, Owner Ride Brooks lies line Delete Motor
Coaches where applicable
TO-HAWAII-ALL FOUR ISLANDS
June 11-June 25, 1977
PACIFK NORT1SWI3T, YELLOWSTONE









Featurtng, France, Switzerland, Monaco. ital),, Austr.a. Germany
Holland, England September 10-25. 1977





RUTH BLACKWOOD, 203 S. Itla St, Money, Ky. 42071, Jeer
Raprosewtirtive, Pomeyrie Tows, 753-7934 or 753.2127
 IMEMEMEN66.
51 ServIces Offered
PAINTING interior and '
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
ELECTROLUX SALES
















ficient service. NO Job





WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.





•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






"Earn While You Learn"
JOB TRAINING IN THE LUCRATIVE
FED OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
•Liesased Prielttatilitsa •Madkal tab %dekko
*MD/ Atimbiadcal tquipassert *Lamy Tedmician
tape forma •Msdleal Secretary
*Pharmacy Aid Toebakimo •ISG/ SAW Ischaician
•Ntedlcal Records Clerk • boatel Assirtall
*Sw1WM TKI1111414111 •Dootel Lab Technician
**Mad Darapy Spec •Aad Melly Otter,
If you are between the ages of 17 and 35 (male or
female), and can qualify for efdistment in the Ar-
my Iteserve, the 807th Surgical Hospital will pay
you to learn one of the many skills in the ex-




ON THE SHORE OF
KENTUCKY LAKE
Here's a year-round home that provides all the
comforts of city living in the peaceful, quiet en-
vironment of Kentucky Lake. This house in Pine
Bluff Shores has three bedrooms, two baths,
den-dining room combination and ample closets..




About twelve miles from Murray in Lakeway
Shores. This two story brick has three bedrooms,
two baths, kitchen and huge family room with
fireplace for year-round comfort. Priced under
$40,000.00. Try to match that.
YOU'LL LOVE TO
LIVE IN THIS
Immaculate Brick Veneer -home located very
close to Kentucky Lake and only 10 mi. from
Murray. It has seven rooms, three bedrooms,
one and a half baths,. beautiful den with
fireplace.- this. home is situated on two large
wooded lots in lake Forrest Estates near
Panorama Shores. Has both community water
and well, detached workshop, carport, with
storage, many other extras. Priced to sell.
THIRTY ACRE FARM
JUST TWO MILES FROM MURRAY
One of the most desirable places you've ever
seen. Completely fenced and in lush pasture, this
farm is 100% tillable except for buildings. The
eight room house has extra large rooms. Four
bedrooms, two baths. Don't fail to see this one. It,
has to increase in value as Murray grows and
farm property, appreciates. Priced below
$80,000.00.
NICE COUNTRY HOME AND
NINTY-FIVE ACRES
This place is just six and a half miles southwest
of Murray in one of the most desirable sections of
the county. About seventy acres were in beans
last year. More could ite-icriade till2bIP. -In. ad-
dition to the house there are threertarris -and





MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Proles ssonol Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436-5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller 753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. 753-1930
DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL EgAlE FIRM
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Hus an n le o mpete
In Balloon Race Derby Week
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -
So much hot air has been
flowing between George and
Mary Barth Troutman lately
that they hardly need burners
to propel their mammoth,
colorful balloons.
For example, discussing
their upcoming battle in The
Great Balloon Race, part of
the Kentucky Derby Festival,
Troutman says with a straight
face that his wife "doesn't
stand a chance because if the
good Lord had Meant for
women to fly balloons, then he
would have made the sky pink.
But it's blue."
Mrs. Troutman, the first
woman in Kentucky to receive
a balloonist pilot's license, is
uhable to restrain her giggles
as she responds: "If I win,
think he's going to have to hide
out for a while cause he's
r Me end of
it."
,It's good-natured banter.„ of
course, though the sense of
competition • between the
couple isreaL
Riding in the same balloon a
year ago, the Troutmans
finished fourth in the Derby
festival's balloon race, one of
the highlights of the week that
Precedes the Kentucky Derby.
This year, they will be the
•-first husband and wife to
compete against each other in
. the five-year history of the
- race. Twenty-five balloons are
scheduled to take off from the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center on the morning of April
30 and festival organizers
.. _predict_ a„.crowd. of. to
30,000 will be watching.'
A tiny woman who doesn't
seem cut out for the rigors of






Robert Barr, of the Murray
State -University- Music
Department, will be oneof six
judges for the second annual
American Music Festival,
sponsored by Opryland U. S.
A. and held at the music
theme park, April 21-23.
Approximately 80 high
school bands and choruses will
be competing for $4,700 in cash
prizes and music ratings.
. Competition will be held all
-day Thursday and Friday in
the Grand Ole Opry House and
the American Music Theatre
at the park. Winners from
each division will then com-
pete for the $1,000 Grand
Sweepstakes Award on
Saturday morning in the
Grand Ole Opry House,
beginning at 10 a. m. Thur-
sday and Friday band and
choral competition will be
open ..to the public at no
charge.
Dr. W. J. Julian, director of
bands at the University of
Tennessee is director of the
festival. Other judges will be
Frank B. Wickes, director of
bands at the University of
Florida, Gainesville, Florida;
Dr. George Mabry, Austin
Peay University Music
Department, Clarksville,
Tennessee; Dr. Walter Wade,
Memphis State University
Music Department; and Dr.
Wilbur H. Hinton, head of the
music department at Auburn
University.
Opryland is the en-
tertainment property of the
-National Life- and Accident
Insurance Company, ' Nash-
ville, Tennessee, and an af-


















"It's a beautiful feeling,"
she said in an interview. "It's
peaceful and sometimes you
get a sense of floating. After a
year- and a half I of flying), it's
still as thrilling now as it %%as
the first time."
Mrs. Troutman, one of a
handful of women around the
country to be licensed by the
Federal Aviation
Administration, said that even
from an altitude of 500 feet,
she can speak occasionally
with people on the ground.
Although she downplays the
hazards of flying, Mrs.
Troutman stressed that it is a
serious business that requires
care and common sense.
"It's as safe as you make
it," she said. "If you're
careful, you won't have any
problems."
For example, she said,
balloonists' shouldn't descend
near power lines and they
should try to land in clearings,
particularly when it's windy.
And balloon-flying should be
restricted to morning and late
afternoon hours, she said,
because the sun's heat can
make the balloon difficult to
control.
Meanwhile, the 34-year-old
mother of four, whose $5,000
• brown and yellow balloon
stands eight stories hight,
continues to practice for the
aerial confrontation with her
husband, the owner of a
810,000 dollar blue and white
checkerboarded model.
And Troutman, 37, an ac-
countant when he's not flying,
prepares for the possibility of
defeat. -If she wins," he says,
"I think I'll probably be eating
out for a year."
Beth Lasater, CIA (ASCP), Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank Technician,
presents the Bank's newest gallon blood donors with certificates of appreciation from
the American Association of Blood Banks. All three gallon donors are employees at
MCCH. Ronnie Pool, LPN (second from left), became the volunteer Blood Bank's fourth
gallon donor when he gave his eighth pint of blood in February. Loyd McClure (left)
and Rick Barrow (right), Respiratory Therapists, made their gallon donations in March.
At 19, Rick Barrow is the youngest person to reach the gallon Anation level at MCCH.
To participate in the blood donor program, a person must be at least 17.
lfgow••••••••.. ••••- 
-If you hate termites
and other pests,
you'll love Terminix.
1. Ask about our conditional
$150,000 Termite damage,






nationwide for Over 46 yearl
5. All chemicals EPA
registered.
Nobody hates pests like Tenable' bates pests.
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce,
Member National Pest Control Assoc.








v-Rite'ssystem tun-opening, screw-tight lid with
integrally molded handle Snap-in drinking
cup Splash-seal prevents-spilling
High-density polyethylene with rigid urethane
foaign.inxi dation,. 
Save $3.47 -




Big capacity and cold-holding power make it a
winner every time, Recessedia-st-flow -faucet
with double gasket locking system Screw-tight,
seat-top lid Splash-seal prevents spilling
Sturdy bail handle Dispenser lug for holding
paper-cups standard on orange cooler







Gott' 60-Quart -Ice Chest •
(57.5 liters)
Gott s newest size ice chest - lust right for
family _camping tun! Two refrePzi. water
{beverage) bottles 'keep contents cold without
crushed ice. Bottles attach firmly to lid. Stand
or sit on lid. Polypropylene hinges are
unbreakable. corrosion-resistant. Integrally
molded handles Removable food tray.
Convenient recessed Oraga.plug. High-density











Gotr 48-Quart Ice Chest
w/Hinged Lid (44.1 liters)
Just what you reed tc iroJnd the miD.,n,air,
or around the block' Stand or sit on hinged lid
Polypropylene hinges are unbsedkable.
corrosion-resistant Sturdy 'no-pinch" folding
handles Two removable food trays Convenient
recessed drain plug. High-density polyethylene
with rigid urethane foam insulation .
Save $17.00
Gott 30-Quart Ice Chest
(28.3 liters)
4unenca.* *1 Picnic Packer' Carries everything
you need Lift-off lid becomes serving fray
Sturdy -no-pinch" folding handles Removable
food tray Convenient recessed drain plug
High-density polyethylene with rigid urethane
foam insulation ,
Save $9.92 Low Price
Reg. $24.80 Value  488Say-Rite's
• -
.• ,
1 SD •I I • ON
Gott! G.I. Can (22.3 Uteri)
Exceilent for farm, home, camping and
uge Molded-et corroslOrt-fesrstant-
high-density, heavy-gauge FDA-approved






Gott4-17 2- Ga1lon Cooler
(8.3 liters) _
Packs a full day's worth of food and beverages,
Recessed fast-flow faucet with double gasket
_locking system Ejallv.perw4...scrabuxtight 114
Wiil-iintegrally molded handle. Snap-in drinking
cup Splash-seal prevents spilling.
Removable sandwich,trun tray -













' Your best friend on a hot day' Holds 2
six-packs Refceeze water (beverage) bottle
keeps contents frosty cold without crushed ice
Bottle attaches firmly to lid Removable
seat-top lid Sturdy folding handle locks lid in









I •• STORE HOURS:z.„•. : 9 to 9 Daily• :: • 14 Sunday
DIS(01.111 DRUG CENTERS, Phone 753-8304 doppertone
11.1-Air Shopping Center
• Suntan Oil
Reg.
$14.05 Value
Save $4.17
51 COUNT
PICNIC
CUPS
Hot-or-Cold
2 PKGS. 99
FOR
Solarcaine
Spray
SOIARCAINf
SPRAY
BURNS CUTS
SUNBuRR
Save
$1.01
Beautiful Tan
Beautiful Skin
Value
Sav-Rite's
Low
4 oz.
$2.49
40L
$2.19 Value
Low Price
51 32
rip
MM.
